Boeing 747-121, N739PA: Main document
Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094)

Report on the accident to Boeing 747-121, N739PA at Lockerbie, Dumfriesshire,
Scotland on 21 December 1988
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Operator:

Pan American World Airways

Aircraft Type:

Boeing 747-121

Nationality:

United States of America

Registration:

N 739 PA

Place of Accident

Lockerbie, Dumfries, Scotland

Date and Time (UTC):

Latitude

55° 07' N

Longitude

003° 21' W

21 December 1988 at 19.02:50 hrs

All times in this report are UTC

SYNOPSIS
The accident was notified to the Air Accidents Investigation Branchat 19.40 hrs on the 21
December 1988 and the investigation commencedthat day. The members of the AAIB team are
listed at AppendixA.
The aircraft, Flight PA103 from London Heathrow to New York, hadbeen in level cruising flight at
flight level 310 (31,000 feet)for approximately seven minutes when the last secondary radarreturn
was received just before 19.03 hrs. The radar then showedmultiple primary returns fanning out
downwind. Major portionsof the wreckage of the aircraft fell on the town of Lockerbiewith other
large parts landing in the countryside to the eastof the town. Lighter debris from the aircraft was
strewn alongtwo trails, the longest of which extended some 130 kilometresto the east coast of
England. Within a few days items of wreckagewere retrieved upon which forensic scientists found
conclusiveevidence of a detonating high explosive. The airport securityand criminal aspects of the
accident are the subject of a separateinvestigation and are not covered in this report which
concentrateson the technical aspects of the disintegration of the aircraft.
The report concludes that the detonation of an improvised explosivedevice led directly to the
destruction of the aircraft with theloss of all 259 persons on board and 11 of the residents of
thetown of Lockerbie. Five recommendations are made of which fourconcern flight recorders,
including the funding of a study todevise methods of recording violent positive and negative
pressurepulses associated with explosions. The final recommendation isthat Airworthiness
Authorities and aircraft manufacturers undertakea systematic study with a view to identifying
measures that mightmitigate the effects of explosive devices and improve the toleranceof the
aircraft's structure and systems to explosive damage.
1. FACTUAL INFORMATION
1.1 History of the Flight
Boeing 747, N739PA, arrived at London Heathrow Airport from SanFrancisco and parked on stand
Kilo 14, to the south-east of Terminal3. Many of the passengers for this aircraft had arrived at
Heathrowfrom Frankfurt, West Germany on a Boeing 727, which was positionedon stand Kilo 16,
next to N739PA. These passengers were transferredwith their baggage to N739PA which was to
operate the scheduledFlight PA103 to New York Kennedy. Passengers from other flightsalso joined
Flight PA103 at Heathrow. After a 6 hour turnround,Flight PA103 was pushed back from the stand
at 18.04 hrs and wascleared to taxy on the inner taxiway to runway 27R. The only relevantNotam
warned of work in progress on the outer taxiway. The departurewas unremarkable.
Flight PA103 took-off at 18.25 hrs. As it was approaching theBurnham VOR it took up a radar
heading of 350° and flew belowthe Bovingdon holding point at 6000 feet. It was then clearedto
climb initially to flight level (FL) 120 and subsequently toFL 310. The aircraft levelled off at FL
310 north west of PoleHill VOR at 18.56 hrs. Approximately 7 minutes later, ShanwickOceanic
Control transmitted the aircraft's oceanic clearance butthis transmission was not acknowledged. The
secondary radar returnfrom Flight PA103 disappeared from the radar screen during
thistransmission. Multiple primary radar returns were then seen fanningout downwind for a
considerable distance. Debris from the aircraftwas strewn along two trails, one of which extended

some 130 kmto the east coast of England. The upper winds were between 250°and 260° and
decreased in strength from 115 kt at FL 320to 60 kt at FL 100 and 15 to 20 kt at the surface.
Two major portions of the wreckage of the aircraft fell on thetown of Lockerbie; other large parts,
including the flight deckand forward fuselage section, landed in the countryside to theeast of the
town. Residents of Lockerbie reported that, shortlyafter 19.00 hrs, there was a rumbling noise like
thunder whichrapidly increased to deafening proportions like the roar of ajet engine under power.
The noise appeared to come from a meteor-likeobject which was trailing flame and came down in
the north-easternpart of the town. A larger, dark, delta shaped object, resemblingan aircraft wing,
landed at about the same time in the Sherwoodarea of the town. The delta shaped object was not on
fire whilein the air, however, a very large fireball ensued which was ofshort duration and carried
large amounts of debris into the air,the lighter particles being deposited several miles
downwind.Other less well defined objects were seen to land in the area.
1.2 Injuries to persons
Injuries

Crew

Passengers

Others

Fatal

16

243

11

Serious

-

-

2

Minor/None

-

-

3

RETURN TO INDEX
1.3 Damage to aircraft
The aircraft was destroyed
1.4 Other damage
The wings impacted at the southern edge of Lockerbie, producinga crater whose volume, calculated
from a photogrammetric survey,was approximately 560 cubic metres. The weight of material
displacedby the wing impact was estimated to be well in excess of 1500tonnes. The wing impact
created a fireball, setting fire to neighbouringhouses and carrying aloft debris which was then
blown downwindfor several miles. It was subsequently established that domesticproperties had
been so seriously damaged as a result of fire and/orimpact that 21 had to be demolished and an
even greater numberof homes required substantial repairs. Major portions of the aircraft,including
the engines, also landed on the town of Lockerbie andother large parts, including the flight deck
and forward fuselagesection, landed in the countryside to the east of the town. Lighterdebris from
the aircraft was strewn as far as the east coast ofEngland over a distance of 130 kilometres.
1.5 Personnel information
1.5.1

Commander:

Male, aged 55 years

Licence:

USA Airline Transport Pilot's Licence

Aircraft ratings:

Boeing 747, Boeing 707, Boeing 720, Lockheed L1011
and Douglas DC3

Medical Certificate:

Class 1,valid to April 1989, with the limitation that the
holder shall wear lenses that correct for distant vision and

possess glasses that correct for near vision

Flying experience:
Total all types:

10,910 hours

Total on type:

4,107 hours

Total last 28 days

82 hours

Duty time:

Commensurate with company requirements

Last base check:

11 November 1988

Last route check:

30 June 1988

Last emergencies check:

8 November 1988

1.5.2

Co-pilot:

Male, aged 52 years

Licence:

USA Airline Transport Pilot's Licence

Aircraft ratings:

Boeing 747, Boeing 707, Boeing 727

Medical Certificate:

Class 1, valid to April 1989, with the limitation that the
holder shall possess correcting glasses for near vision

Flying experience:

1.5.3

Total all types:

11,855 hours

Total on type:

5,517 hours

Total last 28 days:

51 hours

Duty time:

Commensurate with company requirements

Last base check:

30 November 1988

Last route check:

Not required

Last emergencies check:

27 November 1988

Flight Engineer:

Male, aged 46 years

Licence:

USA Flight Engineer's Licence

Aircraft ratings:

Turbojet

Medical certificate:

Class 2, valid to June 1989, with the limitation that the
holder shall wear correcting glasses for near vision

Flying experience:

Total all types:

8,068 hours

Total on type:

487 hours

Total last 28 days:

53 hours

Duty time:

Commensurate with company requirements

Last base check:

30 October 1988

Last route check:

Not required

Last emergencies check:

27 October 1988

1.5.4 Flight Attendants: There were 13 Flight Attendants on theaircraft, all of whom met company
proficiency and medical requirements
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1.6 Aircraft information
1.6.1

Leading particulars
Aircraft type:

Boeing 747-121

Constructor's serial number:

19646

Engines:

4 Pratt and Whitney JT9D-7A turbofan

1.6.2 General description
The Boeing 747 aircraft, registration N739PA, was a conventionallydesigned long range transport
aeroplane. A diagram showing thegeneral arrangement is shown at Appendix B, Figure B-1
togetherwith the principal dimensions of the aircraft.
The fuselage of the aircraft type was of approximately circularsection over most of its length, with
the forward fuselage havinga diameter of 21› feet where the cross-section was constant.The
pressurised section of the fuselage (which included the forwardand aft cargo holds) had an overall
length of 190 feet, extendingfrom the nose to a point just forward of the tailplane. In
normalcruising flight the service pressure differential was at the maximumvalue of 8.9 pounds per
square inch. The fuselage was of conventionalskin, stringer and frame construction, riveted
throughout, generallyusing countersunk flush riveting for the skin panels. The fuselageframes were
spaced at 20 inch intervals and given the same numbersas their stations, defined in terms of the
distance in inchesfrom the datum point close to the nose of the aircraft [AppendixB, Figure B-2].
The skin panels were joined using vertical buttjoints and horizontal lap joints. The horizontal lap
joints usedthree rows of rivets together with a cold bonded adhesive.
Accommodation within the aircraft was predominately on the maindeck, which extended
throughout the whole length of the pressurisedcompartment. A separate upper deck was

incorporated in the forwardpart of the aircraft. This upper deck was reached by means ofa spiral
staircase from the main deck and incorporated the flightcrew compartment together with additional
passenger accommodation.The cross-section of the forward fuselage differed considerablyfrom the
near circular section of the remainder of the aircraft,incorporating an additional smaller radius arc
above the upperdeck section joined to the main circular arc of the lower cabinportion by elements
of straight fuselage frames and flat skin.
In order to preserve the correct shape of the aircraft under pressurisationloading, the straight
portions of the fuselage frames in the regionof the upper deck floor and above it were required to be
muchstiffer than the frame portions lower down in the aircraft. Thesestraight sections were
therefore of very much more substantialconstruction than most of the curved sections of frames
lowerdown and further back in the fuselage. There was considerablevariation in the gauge of the
fuselage skin at various locationsin the forward fuselage of the aircraft.
The fuselage structure of N739PA differed from that of the majorityof Boeing 747 aircraft in that it
had been modified to carry specialpurpose freight containers on the main deck, in place of
seats.This was known as the Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) modificationand enabled the aircraft
to be quickly converted for carriageof military freight containers on the main deck during times
ofnational emergency. The effect of this modification on the structureof the fuselage was mainly to
replace the existing main deck floorbeams with beams of more substantial cross-section than
thosegenerally found in passenger carrying Boeing 747 aircraft. A largeside loading door, generally
known as the CRAF door, was alsoincorporated on the left side of the main deck aft of the wing.
Below the main deck, in common with other Boeing 747 aircraft,were a number of additional
compartments, the largest of whichwere the forward and aft freight holds used for the storage
ofcargo and baggage in standard air-transportable containers. Thesecontainers were placed within
the aircraft hold by means of afreight handling system and were carried on a system of
railsapproximately 2 feet above the outer skin at the bottom of theaircraft, there being no
continuous floor, as such, below thesebaggage containers. The forward freight compartment had a
lengthof approximately 40 feet and a depth of approximately 6 feet.The containers were loaded into
the forward hold through a largecargo door on the right side of the aircraft.
1.6.3 Internal fuselage cavities
Because of the conventional skin, frame and stringer type of construction,common to all large
public transport aircraft, the fuselage waseffectively divided into a series of 'bays'. Each bay,
comprisingtwo adjacent fuselage frames and the structure between them, provided,in effect, a series
of interlinking cavities bounded by the frames,floor beams, fuselage skins and cabin floor panels
etc. The principalcavities thus formed were:

(i)

A semi-circular cavity formed in between the fuselage frames in the lower lobe of the
hull, i.e. from the crease beam (at cabin floor level) on one side down to the belly beneath
the containers and up to the opposite crease beam, bounded by the fuselage skin on the
outside and the containers/cargo liner on the inside [Appendix B, Figure B-3, detail A].

(ii)

A horizontal cavity between the main cabin floor beams, the cabin floor panels and the
cargo bay liner. This extended the full width of the fuselage and linked the upper ends of
the lower lobe cavity [Appendix B, Figure B-3, detail B].

(iii)

A narrow vertical cavity between the two containers [Appendix B, Figure B-3, detail C].

(iv)

A further narrow cavity around the outside of the two containers, between the container
skins and the cargo bay liner, communicating with the lower lobe cavity [Appendix B,
Figure B-3, detail D].

(v)

A continuation of the semi-circular cavity into the space behind the cabin wall liner
[Appendix B, Figure B-3, detail E]. This space was restricted somewhat by the presence
of the window assembly, but nevertheless provided a continuous cavity extending
upwards to the level of the upper deck floor. Forward of station 740, this cavity was
effectively terminated at its upper end by the presence of diaphragms which formed
extensions of the upper deck floor panels; aft of station 740, the cavity communicated
with the ceiling space and the cavity in the fuselage crown aft of the upper deck.

All of these cavities were repeated at each fuselage bay (formedbetween pairs of fuselage frames),
and all of the cavities ina given bay were linked together, principally at the crease beamarea
[Appendix B, Figure B-3, region F]. Furthermore, each ofthe set of bay cavities was linked with the
next by the longitudinalcavities formed between the cargo hold liner and the outer hull,just below
the crease beam [Appendix B, Figure B-3, detail F];i.e. this cavity formed a manifold linking
together each of thebays within the cargo hold.
The main passenger cabin formed a large chamber which communicateddirectly with each of the
sub floor bays, and also with the longitudinalmanifold cavity, via the air conditioning and
cabin/cargo bayde-pressurisation vent passages in the crease beam area. (It shouldbe noted that a
similar communication did not exist between theupper and lower cabins because there were no air
conditioning/depressurisationpassages to bypass the upper deck floor.)
1.6.4 Aircraft weight and centre of gravity
The aircraft was loaded within its permitted centre of gravitylimits as follows:
Loading:

lb

kg

Operating empty weight

366,228

166,120

Additional crew

130

59

243 passengers (1)

40,324

18,291

1

11,616

5,269

2

20,039

9,090

3

15,057

6,830

4

17,196

7,800

Load in compartments:

5

2,544

1,154

Total in compartments (2)

66,452

30,143

Total traffic load

106,776

48,434

Zero fuel weight

472,156

214,554

Fuel (Take-off)

239,997

108,862

Actual take-off weight(4)

713,002

323,416

Maximum take-off weight

733,992

332,937

Note 1:
Calculated at standard weights and including cabin baggage.
Note 2:
Despatch information stated that the cargo did not include dangerousgoods, perishable cargo, live
animals or known security exceptions.
1.6.5 Maintenance details
N739PA first flew in 1970 and spent its whole service life inthe hands of Pan American World
Airways Incorporated. Its Certificateof Airworthiness was issued on 12 February 1970 and
remained inforce until the time of the accident, at which time the aircrafthad completed a total of
72,464 hours flying and 16,497 flightcycles. Details of the last 4 maintenance checks carried out
duringthe aircraft's life are shown below:
DATE

SERVICE

HOURS

CYCLES

27 Sept 88

C Check (Interior upgrade)

71,502

16,347

2 Nov 88

B Service Check

71,919

16,406

27 Nov 88

Base 1

72,210

16,454

13 Dec 88

Base 2

72,374

16,481

The CRAF modification programme was undertaken in September 1987.At the same time a series
of modifications to the forward fuselagefrom the nose back to station 520 (Section 41) were carried
outto enable the aircraft to continue in service without a continuingrequirement for structural
inspections in certain areas.
All Airworthiness Directives relating to the Boeing 747 fuselagestructure between stations 500 and
1000 have been reviewed andtheir applicability to this aircraft checked. In addition,
ServiceBulletins relating to the structure in this area were also reviewed.The applicable Service
Bulletins, some of which implement theAirworthiness Directives are listed below together with
theirsubjects. The dates, total aircraft times and total aircraft cyclesat which each relevant
inspection was last carried out have beenreviewed and their status on aircraft N739PA at the time
of theaccident has been established.
N739PA Service Bulletin compliance:

SB 53-2064

Front Spar Pressure Bulkhead Chord Reinforcement and Drag Splice Fitting
Rework.
Modification accomplished on 6 July 1974.
Post-modification repetitive inspection IAW (in accordance with) AD 84-1806 last accomplished on 19 November 1985 at 62,030 TAT hours (Total
Aircraft Time) and 14,768 TAC (Total Aircraft Cycles).

SB 53-2088

Frame to Tension Tie Joint Modification - BS760 to 780.
Repetitive inspection IAW AD 84-19-01 last accomplished on 19 June 1985
at 60,153 hours TAT and 14,436 TAC.

SB 53-2200

Lower Cargo Doorway Lower Sill Truss and Latch Support Fitting
Inspection Repair and Replacement.
Repetitive inspection IAW AD 79-17-02 R2 last accomplished 2 November
1988 at 71,919 hours TAT and 16,406 TAC.

SB 53-2234

Fuselage - Auxiliary Structure - Main Deck Floor - BS 480 Floor Beam
Upper Chord Modification.
Repetitive inspection per SB 53A2263 IAW AD 86-23-06 last accomplished
on 26 September 1987 at 67,376 hours TAT and 15,680 TAC.

SB 53-2237

Fuselage - Main Frame - BS 540 thru 760 and 1820 thru 1900 Frame
Inspection and Reinforcement.
Repetitive inspection IAW AD 86-18-01 last accomplished on 27 February
1987 at 67,088 hours TAT and 15,627 TAC.

SB 53-2267

Fuselage - Skin - Lower Body Longitudinal Skin Lap Joint and Adjacent
Body Frame Inspection and Repair.
Terminating modification accomplished 100% under wing-to-body fairings
and approximately 80% in forward and aft fuselage sections on 26 September
1987 at 67,376 hours TAT and 15,680 TAC.
Repetitive inspection of unmodified lap joints IAW AD 86-09-07 R1 last
accomplished on 18 August 1988 at 71,043 hours TAT and 16,273 TAC.

SB 53A2303

Fuselage - Nose Section - station 400 to 520 Stringer 6 Skin Lap Splice
Inspection, Repair and Modification.
Repetitive inspection IAW AD 89-05-03 last accomplished on 26 September
1987 at 67,376 hours TAT and 15,680 TAC.

This documentation, when viewed together with the detailed contentof the above service bulletins,
shows the aircraft to have beenin compliance with the requirements laid down in each of
thosebulletins. Some maintenance items were outstanding at the timethe aircraft was despatched on
the last flight, however, noneof these items relate to the structure of the aircraft and nonehad any
relevance to the accident.
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1.7 Meteorological Information

1.7.1 General weather conditions
An aftercast of the general weather conditions in the area ofLockerbie at about 19.00 hrs was
obtained from the MeteorologicalOffice, Bracknell. The synoptic situation included a warm
sectorcovering northern England and most of Scotland with a cold frontsome 200 nautical miles to
the west of the area moving eastwardsat about 35 knots. The weather consisted of intermittent
rainor showers. The cloud consisted of 4 to 6 oktas of stratocumulusbased at 2,200 feet with 2 oktas
of altocumulus between 15,000and 18,000 feet. Visibility was over 15 kilometers and the
freezinglevel was at 8,500 feet with a sub-zero layer between 4,000 and5,200 feet.
1.7.2 Winds
There was a weakening jet stream of around 115 knots above FlightLevel 310. From examination
of the wind profile (see below), thereappeared to be insufficient shear both vertically and
horizontallyto produce any clear air turbulence but there may have been somelight turbulence.
Flight Level

Wind

320

260°/115 knots

300

260°/ 90 knots

240

250°/ 80 knots

180

260°/ 60 knots

100

250°/ 60 knots

050

260°/ 40 knots

Surface

240°/ 15 to 20 gusting 25 to 30 knots

1.8 Aids to navigation
Not relevant.
1.9 Communications
The aircraft communicated normally on London Heathrow aerodrome,London control and Scottish
control frequencies. Tape recordingsand transcripts of all radio telephone (RTF) communications
onthese frequencies were available.
At 18.58 hrs the aircraft established two-way radio contact withShanwick Oceanic Area Control on
frequency 123.95 MHz. At 19.02:44hrs the clearance delivery officer at Shanwick transmitted tothe
aircraft its oceanic route clearance. The aircraft did notacknowledge this message and made no
subsequent transmission.
1.9.1 ATC recording replay
Scottish Air Traffic Control provided copy tapes with time injectionfor both Shanwick and Scottish
ATC frequencies. The source ofthe time injection on the tapes was derived from the British
Telecom"TIM" signal.

The tapes were replayed and the time signals corrected for errorsat the time of the tape mounting.
1.9.2 Analysis of ATC tape recordings
From the cockpit voice recorder (CVR) tape it was known that Shanwickwas transmitting Flight
PA103's transatlantic clearance when theCVR stopped. By synchronising the Shanwick tape and
the CVR itwas possible to establish that a loud sound was heard on the CVRcockpit area
microphone (CAM) channel at 19.02:50 hrs ±1second.
As the Shanwick controller continued to transmit Flight PA103'sclearance instructions through the
initial destruction of theaircraft it would not have been possible for a distress call tobe received
from N739PA on the Shanwick frequency. The Scottishfrequency tape recording was listened to
from 19.02 hrs until19.05 hrs for any unexplained sounds indicating an attempt ata distress call but
none was heard.
A detailed examination and analysis of the ATC recording togetherwith the flight recorder, radar,
and seismic recordings is containedin Appendix C.
1.10 Aerodrome information
Not relevant
1.11 Flight recorders
The Digital Flight Data Recorder (DFDR) and the Cockpit VoiceRecorder (CVR) were found close
together at UK Ordnance Survey(OS) Grid Reference 146819, just to the east of Lockerbie,
andrecovered approximately 15 hours after the accident. Both recorderswere taken directly to
AAIB Farnborough for replay. Details ofthe examination and analysis of the flight recorders
togetherwith the radar, ATC and seismic recordings are contained in AppendixC.
1.11.1 Digital flight data recorder
The flight data recorder installation conformed to ARINC 573Bstandard with a Lockheed Model
209 DFDR receiving data from aTeledyne Controls Flight Data Acquisition Unit (FDAU). The
systemrecorded 22 parameters and 27 discrete (event) parameters. Theflight recorder control panel
was located in the flight deck overheadpanel. The FDAU was in the main equipment centre at the
frontend of the forward hold and the flight recorder was mounted inthe aft equipment centre.
Decoding and reduction of the data from the accident flight showedthat no abnormal behaviour of
the data sensors had been recordedand that the recorder had simply stopped at 19.02:50 hrs
±1second.
1.11.2 Cockpit voice recorder
The aircraft was equipped with a 30 minute duration 4 track FairchildModel A100 CVR, and a
Fairchild model A152 cockpit area microphone(CAM). The CVR control panel containing the
CAM was located inthe overhead panel on the flight deck and the recorder itselfwas mounted in the
aft equipment centre.

The channel allocation was as follows:Channel 1

Flight Engineer's RTF.

Channel 2

Co-Pilot's RTF.

Channel 3

Pilot's RTF.

Channel 4

Cockpit Area Microphone.

The erase facility within the CVR was not functioning satisfactorilyand low level communications
from earlier recordings were audibleon the RTF channels. The CAM channel was particularly
noisy, probablydue to the combination of the inherently noisy flight deck ofthe B747-100 in the
climb and distortion from the incomplete erasureof the previous recordings. On two occasions the
crew had difficultyunderstanding ATC, possibly indicating high flight deck noiselevels. There was
a low frequency sound present at irregular intervalson the CAM track but the source of this sound
could not be identifiedand could have been of either acoustic or electrical origin.
The CVR tape was listened to for its full duration and there wasno indication of anything abnormal
with the aircraft, or unusualcrew behaviour. The tape record ended, at 19.02:50 hrs ±1second, with
a sudden loud sound on the CAM channel followed almostimmediately by the cessation of
recording whilst the crew werecopying their transatlantic clearance from Shanwick ATC.
1.12 Wreckage and impact information
1.12.1 General distribution of wreckage in the field
The complete wing primary structure, incorporating the centresection, impacted at the southern
edge of Lockerbie. Major portionsof the aircraft, including the engines, also landed in the
town.Large portions of the aircraft fell in the countryside to theeast of the town and lighter debris
was strewn to the east asfar as the North Sea. The wreckage was distributed in two trailswhich
became known as the northern and southern trails respectivelyand these are shown in Appendix B,
Figure B-4. A computer databaseof approximately 1200 significant items of wreckage was
compiledand included a brief description of each item and the locationwhere it was found
Appendix B, Figures B-5 to B-8 shows photographs of a model ofthe aircraft on which the fracture
lines forming the boundariesof the separate items of structure have been marked. The modelis
colour coded to illustrate the way in which the wreckage wasdistributed between the town of
Lockerbie and the northern andsouthern trails.
1.12.1.1 The crater
The aircraft wing impacted in the Sherwood Crescent area of thetown leaving a crater
approximately 47 metres (155 feet) longwith a volume calculated to be 560 cubic metres.
The projected distance, measured parallel from one leading edgeto the other wing tip, of the Boeing
747-100 was approximately143 feet, whereas the span is known to be 196 feet. This suggeststhat
impact took place with the wing structure yawed. Althoughthe depth of the crater varied from one
end to the other, itswidest part was clearly towards the western end suggesting thatthe wing
structure impacted whilst orientated with its root andcentre section to the west.

The work carried out at the main crater was limited to assessingthe general nature of its contents.
The total absence of debrisfrom the wing primary structure found remote from the crater
confirmedthe initial impression that the complete wing box structure hadbeen present at the main
impact.
The items of wreckage recovered from or near the crater are colouredgrey on the model at
Appendix B, Figures B-5 to B-8.
1.12.1.2 The Rosebank Crescent site
A 60 feet long section of fuselage between frame 1241 (the rearspar attachment) and frame 1960
(level with the rear edge of theCRAF cargo door) fell into a housing estate at Rosebank
Crescent,just over 600 metres from the crater. This section of the fuselagewas that situated
immediately aft of the wing, and adjoined thewing and fuselage remains which produced the crater.
It is colourcoded yellow on the model at Appendix B, Figures B-5 to B-8. Allfuselage skin
structure above floor level was missing except forthe following items:
Section containing 3 windows between door 4L and CRAF door;
The CRAF door itself (latched) apart from the top area containingthe hinge;
Window belt containing 8 windows aft of 4R door aperture
Window belt containing 3 windows forward of 4R door aperture;
Door 4R.
Other items found in the wreckage included both body landing gears,the right wing landing gear,
the left and right landing gear supportbeams and the cargo door (frames 1800-1920) which was
latched.A number of pallets, luggage containers and their contents werealso recovered from this
site.
1.12.1.3 Forward fuselage and flight deck section.
The complete fuselage forward of approximately station 480 (leftside) to station 380 (right side)
and incorporating the flightdeck and nose landing gear was found as a single piece [AppendixB,
Figure B-9] in a field approximately 4 km miles east of Lockerbieat OS Grid Reference 174808. It
was evident from the nature ofthe impact damage and the ground marks that it had fallen almostflat
on its left side but with a slight nose-down attitude andwith no discernible horizontal velocity. The
impact had causedalmost complete crushing of the structure on the left side. Theradome and right
nose landing gear door had detached in the airand were recovered in the southern trail.
Examination of the torn edges of the fuselage skin did not indicatethe presence of any pre-existing
structural or material defectswhich could have accounted for the separation of this sectionof the
fuselage. Equally so, there were no signs of explosiveblast damage or sooting evident on any part
of the structure orthe interior fittings. It was noted however that a heavy, semi-elipticalscuff mark
was present on the lower right side of the fuselageat approximately station 360. This was later
matched to the intakeprofile of the No 3 engine.
The status of the controls and switches on the flight deck wasconsistent with normal operation in
cruising flight. There wereno indications that the crew had attempted to react to rapid
decompressionor loss of control or that any emergency preparations had beenactioned prior to the
catastrophic disintegration.

1.12.1.4 Northern trail
The northern trail was seen to be narrow and clearly defined,to emanate from a point very close to
the main impact crater andto be orientated in a direction which agreed closely with themean wind
aftercast for the height band from sea level to 20,000ft. Also at the western end of the northern trail
were the lowerrear fuselage at Rosebank Crescent, and the group of Nos. 1, 2and 4 engines which
fell in Lockerbie.
The trail contained items of structure distributed throughoutits length, from the area slightly east of
the crater, to a pointapproximately 16 km east, beyond which only items of low weight/ high drag
such as insulation, interior trim, paper etc, werefound. For all practical purposes this trail ended at a
rangeof 25 km.
The northern trail contained mainly wreckage from the rear fuselage,fin and the inner regions of
both tailplanes together with structureand skin from the upper half of the fuselage forward to
approximatelythe wing mid-chord position. A number of items from the wing werealso found in the
northern trail, including all 3 starboard Kreugerflaps, most of the remains of the port Kreuger flaps
togetherwith sections of their leading edge attachment structures, oneportion of outboard aileron
approximately 10 feet long, the aftends of the flap-track fairings (one with a slide raft
wrappedaround it), and fragments of glass reinforced plastic honeycombestructure believed to be
from the flap system, i.e. fore-flaps,aft-flaps, mid-flaps or adjacent fairings. In addition, a numberof
pieces of the engine cowlings and both HF antennae (situatedprojecting aft from the wing-tips)
were found in this trail.
All items recovered from the northern trail, with the exceptionof the wing, engines, and lower rear
fuselage in Rosebank Crescent,are coloured red on the model of the aircraft in Appendix B,
FiguresB-5 to B-8.
1.12.1.5 Southern trail
The southern trail was easily defined, except within 12 km ofLockerbie where it tended to merge
with the northern trail. Furthereast, it extended across southern Scotland and northern
England,essentially in a straight band as far as the North Sea. Most ofthe significant items of
wreckage were found in this trail withina range of 30 km from the main impact crater. Items
recoveredfrom the southern trail are coloured green on the model of theaircraft at Appendix B,
Figures B-5 to B-8.
The trail contained numerous large items from the forward fuselage.The flight deck and nose of the
aircraft fell in the curved partof this trail close to Lockerbie. Fragments of the whole of theleft
tailplane and the outboard portion of the right tailplanewere distributed almost entirely throughout
the southern trail.Between 21 and 27 km east of the main impact point (either sideof Langholm)
substantial sections of tailplane skin were found,some bearing distinctive signs of contact with
debris moving outwardsand backwards relative to the fuselage. Also found in this areawere
numerous isolated sections of fuselage frame, clearly originatingfrom the crown region above the
forward upper deck.
1.12.1.6 Datum line
All grid references relating to items bearing actual explosiveevidence, together with those attached

to heavily distorted itemsfound to originate immediately adjacent to them on the structure,were
plotted on an Ordnance Survey (OS) chart. These references,11 in total, were all found to be
distributed evenly about a meanline orientated 079°(Grid) within the southern trail andwere spread
over a distance of 12 km. The distance of each referencefrom the line was measured in a direction
parallel to the aircraft'strack and all were found to be within 500 metres of the line,with 50% of
them being within 250 metres of the line. This lineis referred to as the datum line and is shown in
Appendix B, FigureB-4.
1.12.1.7 Distribution of wreckage within the southern trail
North of the datum line and parallel to it were drawn a seriesof lines at distances of 250, 300, 600
and 900 metres respectivelyfrom the line, again measured in a direction parallel to the
aircraft'strack. The positions on the aircraft structure of specific itemsof wreckage, for which grid
references were known with a highdegree of confidence, within the bands formed between these
lines,are shown in Appendix B, Figures B-10 to 13. In addition, a separateassessment of the grid
references of tailplane and elevator wreckageestablished that these items were distributed evenly
about the600 metre line.
1.12.1.8 Area between trails
Immediately east of the crater, the southern trail converged withthe northern trail such that, to an
easterly distance of approximately5 km, considerable wreckage existed which could have formed
partof either trail. Further east, between 6 and 11 km from the crater,a small number of sections and
fragments of the fin had fallenoutside the southern boundary of the northern trail. Beyond thisa
large area existed between the trails in which there was nowreckage.
1.12.2 Examination of wreckage at CAD Longtown
The debris from all areas was recovered by the Royal Air Forceto the Army Central Ammunition
Depot Longtown, about 20 milesfrom Lockerbie. Approximately 90% of the hull wreckage was
successfullyrecovered, identified, and laid out on the floor in a two-dimensionalreconstruction
[Appendix B, Figure B-14]. Baggage container materialwas incorporated into a full threedimensional reconstruction.Items of wreckage added to the reconstructions was given a
referencenumber and recorded on a computer database together with a briefdescription of the item
and the location where it was found.
1.12.2.1 Fuselage
The reconstruction revealed the presence of damage consistentwith an explosion on the lower
fuselage left side in the forwardcargo bay area. A small region of structure bounded
approximatelyby frames 700 & 720 and stringers 38L & 40L, had clearlybeen shattered and blasted
through by material exhausting directlyfrom an explosion centred immediately inboard of this
location.The material from this area, hereafter referred to as the 'shatterzone', was mostly reduced
to very small fragments, only a fewof which were recovered, including a strip of two skins
[AppendixB, Figure B-15] forming part of the lap joint at the stringer39L position.
Surrounding the shatter zone were a series of much larger panelsof torn fuselage skin which formed
a 'star-burst' fracture patternaround the shatter zone. Where these panels formed the boundaryof the
shatter zone, the metal in the immediate locality was ragged,heavily distorted, and the inner
surfaces were pitted and sooted- rather as if a very large shotgun had been fired at the innersurface

of the fuselage at close range. In contrast, the star-burstfractures, outside the boundary of the shatter
zone, displayedevidence of more typical overload tearing, though some tears appearedto be rapid
and, in the area below the missing panels, were multi-branched.These surrounding skin panels were
moderately sooted in the regionsadjacent to the shatter zone, but otherwise were lightly sootedor
free of soot altogether. (Forensic analysis of the soot depositson frame and skin material from this
area confirmed the presenceof explosive residues.) All of these skin panels had pulled awayfrom
the supporting structure and had been bent and torn in amanner which indicated that, as well as
fracturing in the starburst pattern, they had also petalled outwards producing characteristic,tight
curling of the sheet material.
Sections of frames 700 and 720 from the area of the explosionwere also recovered and identified.
Attached to frame 720 werethe remnants of a section of the aluminium baggage container
(side)guide rail, which was heavily distorted and displayed deep pittingtogether with very heavy
sooting, indicating that it had beenvery close to the explosive charge. The pattern of distortionand
damage on the frames and guide rail segment matched the overallpattern of damage observed on
the skins.
The remainder of the structure forming the cargo deck and lowerhull was, generally, more
randomly distorted and did not displaythe clear indications of explosive processes which were
evidenton the skin panels and frames nearer the focus of the explosion.Nevertheless, the overall
pattern of damage was consistent withthe propagation of explosive pressure fronts away from the
focalarea inboard of the shatter zone. This was particularly evidentin the fracture and bending
characteristics of several of thefuselage frames ahead of, and behind station 700.
The whole of the two-dimensional fuselage reconstruction was examinedfor general evidence of the
mode of disintegration and for signsof localised damage, including overpressure damage and preexistingdamage such as corrosion or fatigue. There was some evidence ofcorrosion and dis-bonding
at the cold-bond lap joints in the fuselage.However, the corrosion was relatively light and would
not havecompromised significantly the static strength of the airframe.Certainly, there was no
evidence to suggest that corrosion hadaffected the mode of disintegration, either in the area of
theexplosion or at areas more remote. Similarly, there were no indicationsof fatigue damage except
for one very small region of fatigue,involving a single crack less than 3 inches long, which was
remotefrom the bomb location. This crack was not in a critical areaand had not coincided with a
fracture path.
No evidence of overpressure fracture or distortion was found atthe rear pressure bulkhead. Some
suggestion of 'quilting' or 'pillowing'of skin panels between stringers and frames, indicative of
localisedoverpressure, was evident on the skin panels attached to the largersegments of lower
fuselage wreckage aft of the blast area. Inaddition, the mode of failure of the butt joint at station
520suggested that there had been a rapid overpressure load in thisarea, causing the fastener heads to
'pop' in the region of stringers13L to 16L, rather than producing shear in the fasteners.
Furtherevidence of localised overpressure damage remote from the sourceof the explosion was
found during the full three-dimensional reconstruction,detailed later in paragraph 1.12.3.2.
An attempt was made to analyse the fractures, to determine thedirection and sequence of failure as
the fractures propagatedaway from the region of the explosion. It was found that the directionsof
most of the fractures close to the explosion could be determinedfrom an analysis of the fracture
surfaces and other features,such as rivet and rivet hole distortions. However, it was apparentthat
beyond the boundary of the petalled region, the disintegrationprocess had involved multiple

fractures taking place simultaneously- extremely complex parallel processes which made the
sequencingof events not amenable to conventional analysis.
RETURN TO INDEX
1.12.2.2 Wing structure and adjacent fuselage area
On completion of the initial layout at Longtown it became evidentthat, in the area from station
1000 to approximately station 1240the only identifiable fuselage structure consisted of elementsof
fuselage skin, stringers and frames from above the cabin windowbelts. The wreckage from in and
around the crater was thereforesifted to establish more accurately what sections of the aircrafthad
produced the crater. All of the material was highly fragmented,but it was confirmed that the
material comprised mostly wing structure,with a few fragments of fuselage sidewall and passenger
seats.The badly burnt state of these fragments made it clear that theywere recovered from the area
of the main impact crater, the onlyscene of significant ground fire. Amongst these items a
numberof cabin window forgings were recovered with sections of thickhorizontal panelling
attached having a length equivalent to thenormal window spacing/frame pitch. This arrangement,
with skinsof this thickness, is unique to the area from station 1100 to1260. It is therefore reasonable
to assume that these fragmentsformed parts of the missing cabin sides from station 1000 to
station1260, which must have remained attached to the wing centre sectionat the time of its impact.
Because of the high degree of fragmentationand the relative insignificance of the wing in terms of
the overallexplosive damage pattern, a reconstruction of the wing materialwas not undertaken. The
sections of the aircraft which went intothe crater are colour coded grey in Appendix B, Figures B-5
toB-8.
1.12.2.3 Fin and aft section of fuselage
Examination of the structure of the fin revealed evidence of in-flightdamage to the leading edge
caused by the impact of structure orcabin contents. This damage was not severe or extensive and
thegeneral break-up of the fin did not suggest either a single readilydefined loading direction, or
break-up due to the effects of leadingedge impact. A few items of fin debris were found between
thenorthern and southern trails.
A number of sections of fuselage frame found in the northern trailexhibited evidence of plastic
deformation of skin attachment cleatsand tensile overload failure of the attachment rivets. This
damagewas consistent with that which would occur if the skin had beenlocally subjected to a high
loading in a direction normal to itsplane. Although this was suggestive of an internal
overpressurecondition, the rear fuselage revealed no other evidence to supportthis possibility.
Examination of areas of the forward fuselageknown to have been subjected to high blast
overpressures revealedno comparable evidence of plastic deformation in the skin attachmentcleats
or rivets, most skin attachment failures appearing to havebeen rapid.
Calculations made on the effects of internal pressure generatedby an open ended fuselage
descending at the highest speed likelyto have been experienced revealed that this could not
generatean internal pressure approaching that necessary to cause failurein an intact cabin structure.
1.12.2.4 Baggage containers
During the wreckage recovery operation it became apparent thatsome items, identified as parts of
baggage containers, exhibiteddamage consistent with being close to a detonating high explosive.It

was therefore decided to segregate identifiable container partsand reconstruct any that showed
evidence of explosive damage.It was evident, from the main wreckage layout, that the explosionhad
occurred in the forward cargo hold and, although all baggagecontainer wreckage was examined,
only items from this area whichshowed the relevant characteristics were considered for the
reconstruction.Discrimination between forward and rear cargo hold containerswas relatively
straightforward as the rear cargo hold wreckagewas almost entirely confined to Lockerbie, whilst
that from theforward hold was scattered along the southern wreckage trail.
All immediately identifiable parts of the forward cargo containerswere segregated into areas
designated by their serial numbersand items not identified at that stage were collected into pilesof
similar parts for later assessment. As a result of this, twoadjacent containers, one of metal
construction the other fibreglass,were identified as exhibiting damage likely to have been causedby
the explosion. Those parts which could be positively identifiedas being from these two containers
were assembled onto one ofthree simple wooden frameworks, one each for the floor and
superstructureof the metal container and one for the superstructure of the fibreglasscontainer. From
this it was positively determined that the explosionhad occurred within the metal container (serial
number AVE 4041PA), the direct effects of this being evident also on the forwardface of the
adjacent fibreglass container (serial number AVN 7511PA) and on the local airframe on the left
side of the aircraftin the region of station 700. It was therefore confirmed thatthis metal container
had been loaded in position 14L in agreementwith the aircraft loading records. While this work was
in progressa buckled section of the metal container skin was found by anAAIB Inspector to contain,
trapped within its folds, an item whichwas subsequently identified by forensic scientists at the
RoyalArmaments Research and Development Establishment (RARDE) as belongingto a specific
type of radio-cassette player and that this hadbeen fitted with an improvised explosive device
(IED).
The reconstruction of these containers and their relationshipto the aircraft structure is described in
detail in Appendix F.Examination of all other components of the remaining containersrevealed only
damage consistent with ejection into the high speedslipstream and/or ground impact, and that only
one device haddetonated within the containers on board the aircraft.
1.12.3 Fuselage three-dimensional reconstruction
1.12.3.1 The reconstruction
The two-dimensional reconstruction successfully established thatthere had been an explosion in the
forward hold; its locationwas established and the general damage characteristics in thevicinity of
the explosion were determined. However, the mechanismsby which the failure process developed
from local damage in theimmediate vicinity of the explosion to the complete structuralbreak-up and
separation of the whole forward section of the fuselage,could not be adequately investigated
without recourse to a moreelaborate reconstruction.
To facilitate this additional work, wreckage forming a 65 footsection of the fuselage
(approximately 30 feet each side of theexplosion) was transported to AAIB Farnborough, where it
was attachedto a specially designed framework to form a fully three-dimensionalreconstruction
[Appendix B, Figures B-16 and B-17] of the completefuselage between stations 360 & 1000 (from
the separated nosesection back to the wing cut out). The support framework was designedto
provide full and free access to all parts of the structure,both internally and externally. Because of
height constraints,the reconstruction was carried out in two parts, with the structuredivided along a
horizontal line at approximately the upper cabinfloor level. The previously reconstructed containers

were alsotransported to AAIB Farnborough to allow correlation of evidencewith, and partial
incorporation into, the fuselage reconstruction.
Structure and skin panels were attached to the supporting frameworkby their last point of
attachment, to provide a better appreciationof the modes and direction of curling, distortion, and
ultimateseparation. Thus, the panels of skin which had petalled back fromthe shatter zone were
attached at their outer edges, so as toidentify the bending modes of the panels, the extent of the
petalledregion, and also the size of the resulting aperture in the hull.In areas more remote from the
explosion, the fracture and teardirections were used together with distortion and curling
directionsto determine the mode of separation, and thus the most appropriatepoint of attachment to
the reconstruction. Cabin floor beam segmentswere supported on a steel mesh grid and a plot of the
beam fracturesis shown at Appendix B, Figure B-18.
The cargo container base elements were separated from the restof the container reconstruction and
transferred to the main wreckagereconstruction, where the re-assembled container base was
positionedprecisely onto the cargo deck. To assist in the correlation ofthe initial shatter zone and
petalled-out regions with the positionof the explosive device, the boundaries of the skin panel
fractureswere marked on a transparent plastic panel which was then attachedto the reconstruction to
provide a transparent pseudo-skin showingthe positions of the skin tear lines. This provided a clear
visualindication of the relationship between the skin panel fracturesand the explosive damage to the
container base, thus providinga more accurate indication of the location of the explosive device.
1.12.3.2 Summary of explosive features evident
The three-dimensional reconstruction provided additional informationabout the region of tearing
and petalling around the shatter zone.It also identified a number of other regions of structural
damage,remote from the explosion, which were clearly associated withsevere and rapidly applied
pressure loads acting normal to theskin's internal surface. These were sufficiently sharp-edged
topre-empt the resolution of pressure induced loads into membranetension stresses in the skin:
instead, the effect was as thoughthese areas of skin had been struck a severe 'pressure blow'
fromwithin the hull.
The two types of damage, i.e. the direct blast/tearing/petallingdamage and the quite separate areas
of 'pressure blow' damageat remote sites were evidently caused by separate mechanisms,though it
was equally clear that each was caused by explosiveprocesses, rather than more general
disintegration.
The region of petalling was bounded (approximately) by frames680 and 740, and extended from
just below the window belt downnearly to the keel of the aircraft [Appendix B, Figure B-19,
regionA]. The resulting aperture measured approximately 17 feet by 5feet. Three major fractures
had propagated beyond the boundaryof the petalled zone, clearly driven by a combination of
hullpressurisation loading and the relatively long term (secondary)pressure pulse from the
explosion. These fractures ran as follows:

(i)

rearwards and downward in a stepped fashion, joining the stringer 38L lap joint at around
station 840, running aft along stringer 38L to around station 920, then stepping down to
stringer 39L and running aft to terminate at the wing box cut-out [Appendix B, Figure B19, fracture 1].

(ii)

downwards and forward to join the stringer 44L lap joint, then running forward along
stringer 44L as far as station 480 [Appendix B, Figure B-19, fracture 2].

(iii)

downwards and rearward, joining the butt line at station 740 to run under the fuselage and
up the right side to a position approximately 18 inches above the cabin floor level
[Appendix B, Figures B-19 and B-20, fracture 3].

The propagation of tears upwards from the shatter zone appearedto have taken the form of a series
of parallel fractures runningupwards together before turning towards each other and
closing,forming large flaps of skin which appear to have separated relativelycleanly.
Regions of skin separation remote from the site of the explosionwere evident in a number of areas.
These principally were:

(i)

A large section of upper fuselage skin extending from station 500 back to station 760, and
from around stringers 15/19L up as far as stringer 5L [Appendix B, Figures B-19 and B20, region B], and probably extending further up over the crown. This panel had
separated initially at its lower forward edge as a result of a pressure blow type of impulse
loading, which had popped the heads from the rivets at the butt joint on frame 500 and
lifted the skin flap out into the airflow. The remainder of the panel had then torn away
rearwards in the airflow.

A region of 'quilting' or 'pillowing', i.e. spherical bulging of skin panels between frames
and stringers, was evident on these panels in the region between station 560 and 680, just
below the level of the upper deck floor, indicative of high internal pressurisation loading
[Appendix B, Figure B-19, region C].

(ii)

A smaller section of skin between stations 500 and 580, bounded by stringers 27L and
34L [Appendix B, Figure B-19, region D], had also been 'blown' outwards at its forward
edge and torn off the structure rearwards. A characteristic curling of the panel was
evident, consistent with rapid, energetic separation from the structure.

(iii)

A section of thick belly skin extending from station 560, stringers 40R to 44R, and
tapering back to a point at stringer 45R/station720 [Appendix B, Figure B-19 and B-20,
region E], had separated from the structure as a result of a very heavy 'pressure blow' load
at its forward end which had popped the heads off a large number of substantial skin
fasteners. The panel had then torn away rearwards from the structure, curling up tightly
onto itself as it did so - indicating that considerable excess energy was involved in the
separation process (over and above that needed simply to separate the skin material from
its supporting structure).

(iv)

A panel of skin on the right side of the aircraft, roughly opposite the explosion, had been
torn off the frames, beginning at the top edge of the panel situated just below the window
belt and tearing downwards towards the belly [Appendix B, Figure B-20, region F]. This
panel was curled downwards in a manner which suggested significant excess energy.

Appendix B, Figure B-21 shows a plot of the fractures noted inthe fuselage skins between stations
360 and 1000.
The cabin floor structure was badly disrupted, particularly inthe general area above the explosion,
where the floor beams hadsuffered localised upward loading sufficient to fracture them,and the
floor panels were missing. Elsewhere, floor beam damagewas mainly limited to fractures at the
outer ends of the beamsand at the centreline, leaving sections of separated floor
structurecomprising a number of half beams joined together by the Nomexhoneycomb floor panels.
1.12.3.3 General damage features not directly associated withexplosive forces.
A number of features appeared to be a part of the general structuralbreak-up which followed on
from the explosive damage, rather thanbeing a part of the explosive damage process itself. This
generalbreak-up was complex and, to a certain extent, random. However,analysis of the fractures,
surface scores, paint smears and otherfeatures enabled a number of discreet elements of the breakupprocess to be identified. These elements are summarised below.

(i)

Buckling of the window belts on both sides of the aircraft was evident between stations
660 and 800. That on the left side appeared to be the result of in-plane bending in a nose
up sense, followed by fracture. The belt on the right side had a large radius curve
suggesting lateral deflection of the fuselage possibly accompanied by some longitudinal
compression. This terminated in a peeling failure of the riveted joint at station 800.

(ii)

On the left side three fractures, apparently resulting from in-plane bending/buckling
distortion, had traversed the window belt [Appendix B, Figure B-21, detail G]. Of these,
the forward two had broken through the window apertures and the aft fracture had
exploited a rivet line at the region of reinforcement just forward of the L2 door aperture.
On the right side, the window belt had peeled rearwards, after buckling had occurred,
separating from the rest of the fuselage, following rivet failure, at the forward edge of the
R2 door aperture.

(iii)

All crown skins forward of frame 840 were badly distorted and a number of pieces were
missing. It was clearly evident that the skin sections from this region had struck the
empennage and/or other structure following separation.

(iv)

The fuselage left side lower lobe from station 740 back to the wing box cut-out, and from
the window level down to the cargo deck floor (the fracture line along stringer 38L), had
peeled outwards, upwards and rearwards - separating from the rest of the fuselage at the
window belt. The whole of this separated section had then continued to slide upwards and
rearwards, over the fuselage, before being carried back in the slipstream and colliding
with the outer leading edge of the right horizontal stabiliser, completely disrupting the
outer half. A fragment of horizontal stabiliser spar cap was found embedded in the
fuselage structure adjacent to the two vent valves, just below, and forward of, the L2 door
[Appendix B, Figure B-22].

(v)

A large, clear, imprint of semi-eliptical form was apparent on the lower right side at

station 360 which had evidently been caused by the separating forward fuselage section
striking the No 3 engine as it swung rearwards and to the right (confirmed by No 3
engine fan cowl damage).

1.12.3.4 Tailplane three-dimensional reconstruction
The tailplane structural design took the form of a forward andan aft torque box. The forward box
was constructed from lightgauge aluminium alloy sheet skins, supported by closely pitched,light
gauge nose ribs but without lateral stringers. The aft torquebox incorporated heavy gauge
skin/stringer panels with more widelyspaced ribs. The front spar web was of light gauge material.
Leadingedge impacts inflicted by debris would therefore have had thecapacity to reduce the
tailplane's structural integrity by passingthrough the light gauge skins and spar web into the interior
ofthe aft torque box, damaging the shear connection between topand bottom skins in the process
and thereby both removing thebending strength of the box and opening up the weakened structureto
the direct effects of the airflow.
Examination of the rebuilt tailplane structure at AAIB Farnboroughleft little doubt that it had been
destroyed by debris strikingits leading edges. In addition, the presence on the skins of smearmarks
indicated that some unidentified soft debris had contactedthose surfaces whilst moving with both
longitudinal and lateralvelocity components relative to the aircraft.
The reconstructed left tailplane [Appendix B, Figure B-23] showedevidence that disruption of the
inboard leading edge, followedrespectively by the forward torque box, front spar web and
maintorque box, occurred as a result of frontal impact by the baseof a baggage container. Further
outboard, a compact object appearedto have struck the underside of the leading edge and
penetratedto the aft torque box. In both cases, the loss of the shear webof the front spar appeared to
have permitted local bending failureof the remaining main torque box structure in a tip
downwardssense, consistent with the normal load direction. For both eventsto have occurred it
would be reasonable to assume that the outboarddamage preceded that occurring inboard.
The right tailplane exhibited massive leading edge impact damageon the outboard portion which
also appeared to have progressedto disruption of the aft torsion box. A fragment of right
tailplanespar cap was found embedded in the fuselage structure adjacentto the two vent valves, just
below, and forward of, the L2 doorand it is clear that this area of forward left fuselage had
travelledover the top of the aircraft and contributed to the destructionof the outboard right tailplane.
RETURN TO INDEX
1.12.4 Examination of engines
All four engines had struck the ground in Lockerbie with considerablevelocity and therefore
sustained major damage, in particular tomost of the fan blades. The No 3 engine had fallen 1,100
metresnorth of the other three engines, striking the ground on its rearface, penetrating a road
surface and coming to rest without anyfurther change of orientation i.e. with the front face
remaininguppermost. The intake area contained a number of loose items originatingfrom within the
cabin or baggage hold. It was not possible initiallyto determine whether any of the general damage
to any of the enginefans or the ingestion noted in No 3 engine intake occurred whilstthe relevant
engines were delivering power or at a later stage.

Numbers 1, 2 and 3 engines were taken to British Airways EngineOverhaul Limited for detailed
examination under AAIB supervisionin conjunction with a specialist from the Pratt and Whitney
EngineCompany. During this examination the following points were noted:

(i)

No 2 engine (situated closest to the site of the explosion) had evidence of blade
"shingling" in the area of the shrouds consistent with the results of major airflow
disturbance whilst delivering power. (This effect is produced when random bending and
torsional deflection occurs, permitting the mid-span shrouds to disengage and repeatedly
strike the adjacent aerofoil surfaces of the blades). The interior of the air intake contained
paint smears and other evidence suggesting the passage of items of debris. One such item
of significance was a clear indentation produced by a length of cable of diameter and
strand size similar to that typically attached to the closure curtains on the baggage
containers.

(ii)

No 3 engine, identified on site as containing ingested debris from within the aircraft,
nonetheless had no evidence of the type of shingling seen on the blades of No 2 engine.
Such evidence is usually unmistakable and its absence is a clear indication that No 3
engine did not suffer a major intake airflow disturbance whilst delivering significant
power. The intake structure was found to have been crushed longitudinally by an impact
on the front face although, as stated earlier, it had struck the ground on its rear face whilst
falling vertically.

(iii)

All 3 engines had evidence of blade tip rubs on the fan cases having a combination of
circumference and depth greater than hitherto seen on any investigation witnessed on
Boeing 747 aircraft by the Pratt and Whitney specialists. Subsequent examination of No 4
engine confirmed that it had a similar deep, large circumference tip rub. These tip-rubs on
the four engines were centred at slightly different clock positions around their respective
fan cases.

The Pratt and Whitney specialists supplied information which wasused to interpret the evidence
found on the blades and fan casesincluding details of engine dynamic behaviour necessary to
producethe tip rub evidence. This indicated that the depth and circumferenceof tip rubs noted
would have required a marked nose down changeof aircraft pitch attitude combined with a roll rate
to the left.
Pratt and Whitney also advised that:
(i)

Airflow disruption such as that presumed to have caused the shingling observed on No 2
engine fan blades was almost invariably the result of damage to the fan blade aerofoils,
resulting from ingestion or blade failure.

(ii)

Tip rubs of a depth and circumference noted on all four engines could be expected to
reduce the fan rotational energy on each to a negligible value within approximately 5
seconds.

(iii)

Airflow disruption sufficient to cause the extent of shingling noted on the fan blades of

No 2 engine would also reduce the rotational fan energy to a negligible value within
approximately 5 seconds.

1.13 Medical and pathological information
The results of the post mortem examination of the victims indicatedthat the majority had
experienced severe multiple injuries atdifferent stages, consistent with the in-flight disintegrationof
the aircraft and ground impact. There was no pathological indicationof an in-flight fire and no
evidence that any of the victims hadbeen injured by shrapnel from the explosion. There was also
noevidence which unequivocally indicated that passengers or cabincrew had been killed or injured
by the effects of a blast. Althoughit is probable that those passengers seated in the immediate
vicinityof the explosion would have suffered some injury as a result ofblast, this would have been
of a secondary or tertiary nature.
Of the casualties from the aircraft, the majority were found inareas which indicated that they had
been thrown from the fuselageduring the disintegration. Although the pattern of distributionof
bodies on the ground was not clear cut there was some correlationwith seat allocation which
suggested that the forward part ofthe aircraft had broken away from the rear early in the
disintegrationprocess. The bodies of 10 passengers were not recovered and ofthese, 8 had been
allocated seats in rows 23 to 28 positionedover the wing at the front of the economy section. The
fragmentedremains of 13 passengers who had been allocated seats around theeight missing persons
were found in or near the crater formedby the wing. Whilst there is no unequivocal proof that the
missingpeople suffered the same fate, it would seem from the patternthat the missing passengers
remained attached to the wing structureuntil impact.
1.14 Fire
Of the several large pieces of aircraft wreckage which fell inthe town of Lockerbie, one was seen to
have the appearance ofa ball of fire with a trail of flame. Its final path indicatedthat this was the No
3 engine, which embedded itself in a roadin the north-east part of the town. A small post impact fire
posedno hazard to adjacent property and was later extinguished withwater from a hosereel. The
three remaining engines landed in theNetherplace area of the town. One severed a water main and
theother two, although initially on fire, were no risk to personsor property and the fires were soon
extinguished.
A large, dark, delta shaped object was seen to fall at about thesame time in the Sherwood area of
the town. It was not on firewhile in the air, however, a fireball several hundred feet acrossfollowed
the impact. It was of relatively short duration and largeamounts of debris were thrown into the air,
the lighter particlesbeing carried several miles downwind, while larger pieces of burningdebris
caused further fires, including a major one at the TownfootGarage, up to 350 metres from the
source. It was determined thatthe major part of both wings, which included the aircraft fueltanks,
had formed the crater. A gas main had also been rupturedduring the impact.
At 19.04 hrs the Dumfries Fire Brigade Control received a callfrom a member of the public which
indicated that there had beena "huge boiler explosion" at Westacres, Lockerbie,
however,subsequent calls soon made it clear that it was an aircraft whichhad crashed. At 19.07 hrs
the first appliances were mobile andat 1910 hrs one was in attendance in the Rosebank area.
Multiplefires were identified and it soon became apparent that a majordisaster had occurred in the
town and the Fire Brigade Major IncidentPlan was implemented. During the initial phase 15
pumping appliancesfrom various brigades were deployed but this number was ultimatelyincreased

to 20.
At 22.09 hrs the Firemaster made an assessment of the situation.He reported that there was a series
of fires over an area of thetown centre extending 1› by ¤ mile. The main concentrationof the fire
was in the southwest of the town around Sherwood Parkand Sherwood Crescent. Appliances were
in attendance at otherfires in the town, particularly in Park Place and Rosebank Crescent.Water and
electricity supplies were interrupted and water hadto be brought into the town.
By 02.22 hrs on 22 December, all main seats of fire had been extinguishedand the firemen were
involved in turning over and damping down.At 04.42 hrs small fires were still occurring but had
been confinedto the Sherwood Crescent area.
1.15 Survival aspects
1.15.1 Survivability
The accident was not survivable.
1.15.2 Emergency services
A chronology of initial responses by the emergency services islisted below:Time

Event

19.03 hrs

Radio message from Police patrol in Lockerbie to Dumfries
and Galloway Constabulary reporting an aircraft crash at
Lockerbie.

19.04 hrs

Emergency call to Dumfries and Galloway Fire Brigade.

19.37 hrs

First ambulances leave for Dumfries and Galloway Royal
Infirmary with injured town residents. (2- serious; 3- minor)

19.40 hrs

Sherwood Park and Sherwood Crescent residents evacuated
to Lockerbie Town Hall.

20.25 hrs

Nose section of N739PA discovered at Tundergarth
(approximately 4 km east of Lockerbie).

During the next few days a major emergency operation was mountedusing the guidelines of the
Dumfries and Galloway Regional PeacetimeEmergency Plan. The Dumfries and Galloway
Constabulary was reinforcedby contingents from Strathclyde and Lothian & Borders
Constabularies.Resources from HM Forces were made available and this supportwas subsequently
authorised by the Ministry of Defence as MilitaryAid to the Civil Power. It included the provision
of militarypersonnel and a number of helicopters used mainly in the searchfor and recovery of
aircraft wreckage. It was apparent at an earlystage that there were no survivors from the aircraft and
the searchand recovery of bodies was mainly a Police task with militaryassistance.
Many other agencies were involved in the provision of welfareand support services for the residents
of Lockerbie, relativesof the aircraft's occupants and personnel involved in the

emergencyoperation.
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1.16 Tests and research
An explosive detonation within a fuselage, in reasonably closeproximity to the skin, will produce a
high intensity sphericallypropagating shock wave which will expand outwards from the centreof
detonation. On reaching the inner surface of the fuselage skin,energy will partially be absorbed in
shattering, deforming andaccelerating the skin and stringer material in its path. Muchof the
remaining energy will be transmitted, as a shock wave,through the skin and into the atmosphere but
a significant amountof energy will be returned as a reflected shock wave, which willtravel back into
the fuselage interior where it will interactwith the incident shock to produce Mach stem shocks - recombinationshock waves which can have pressures and velocities of propagationgreater than the
incident shock.
The Mach stem phenomenon is significant because it gives rise(for relatively small charge sizes) to
a geometric limitationon the area of skin material which the incident shock wave canshatter,
irrespective of charge size, thus providing a means ofcalculating the standoff distance of the
explosive charge fromthe fuselage skin. Calculations suggest that a charge standoffdistance of
aproximately 25 inches would result in a shatteredregion approximately 18 to 20 inches in
diameter, comparable tothe size of the shattered region evident in the wreckage. Thisaspect is
covered in greater detail in [Appendix G].
1.17 Additional information
1.17.1 Recorded radar information
Recorded radar information on the aircraft was available from4 radar sites. Initial analysis consisted
of viewing the recordedinformation as it was shown to the controller on the radar screenfrom which
it was clear that the flight had progressed in a normalmanner until secondary surveillance radar
(SSR) was lost.
The detailed analysis of the radar information concentrated onthe break-up of the aircraft. The
Royal Signals and Radar Establishment(RSRE) corrected the radar returns for fixed errors and
convertedthe SSR returns to latitude and longitude so that an accuratetime and position for the
aircraft could be determined. The lastsecondary return from the aircraft was recorded at
19.02:46.9hrs, identifying N739PA at Flight Level 310, and at the next radarreturn there is no SSR
data, only 4 primary returns. It was concludedthat the aircraft was, by this time, no longer a single
returnand, considering the approximately 1 nautical mile spread of returnsacross track, that items
had been ejected at high speed probablyto both right and left of the aircraft.
Each rotation of the radar head thereafter showed the number ofreturns increasing, with those first
identified across track havingslowed down very quickly and followed a track along the
prevailingwind line. The radar evidence then indicated that a further break-upof the aircraft had
occurred and formed a parallel wreckage trailto the north of the first. From the absence of any
returns travellingalong track it was concluded that the main wreckage was travellingalmost
vertically downwards for much of the time.

A detailed analysis of the recorded radar information, togetherwith the radar, ATC and seismic
recordings is contained in AppendixC.
1.17.2 Seismic data
The British Geological Survey has a number of seismic monitoringstations in Southern Scotland.
Stations close to Lockerbie recordeda seismic event measuring 1.6 on the Richter scale and, with
appropriatecorrections for the times of the waves to reach the sensors, itwas established that this
occurred at 19.03:36.5 hrs ±1 second.A further check was made by triangulation techniques from
theinformation recorded by the various sensors.
An analysis of the seismic recording, together with the radar,ATC and radar information is
contained in Appendix C.
1.17.3 Trajectory analysis
A detailed trajectory analysis was carried out by Cranfield Instituteof Technology in an effort to
provide a sequence for the aircraftdisintegration. This analysis comprised several separate
processes,including individual trajectory calculations for a limited numberof key items of wreckage
and mathematical modelling of trajectorypaths adopted by a series of hypothetical items of
wreckage encompassingthe drag/weight spectrum of the actual wreckage.
The work carried out at Cranfield enabled the reasons for thetwo separate trails to be established.
The narrow northern trailwas shown to be created by debris released from the aircraft ina vertical
dive between 19,000 and 9,000 feet overhead Lockerbie.The southern trail, longer and straight for
most of its length,appeared to have been created by wreckage released during theinitial
disintegration at altitude whilst the aircraft was inlevel flight. Those items falling closest to
Lockerbie would havebeen those with higher density which would travel a significantdistance
along track before losing all along-track velocity, whilstonly drifting a small distance downwind,
owing to the high speedof their descent. The most westerly items thus showed the greatestsuch
effect. The southern trail therefore had curved boundariesat its western end with the curvature
becoming progressively lessto the east until the wreckage essentially fell in a straightband. Thus
wreckage in the southern trail positioned well to theeast could be assumed to have retained
negligible velocity alongaircraft track after separation and the along-track distributioncould be used
to establish an approximate sequence of initialdisintegration.
The analysis calculated impact speeds of 120 kts for the nosesection weighing approximately
17,500 lb and 260 kts for the enginesand pylons which each weighed about 13,500 lb. Based on the
bestavailable data at the time, the analysis showed that the wing(approximately 100,000 lb of
structure containing an estimated200,000 lb of fuel) could have impacted at a speed, in theory,as
high as 650 kts if it had 'flown' in a streamlined attitudesuch that the drag coefficient was minimal.
However, because smallvariations of wing incidence (and various amounts of attachedfuselage)
could have resulted in significant increases in dragcoefficient, the analysis also recognized that the
final impactspeed of the wing could have been lower.
1.17.4 Space debris re-entry
Four items of space debris were known to have re-entered the Earth'satmosphere on 21 December
1988. Three of these items were fragmentsof debris which would not have survived re-entry,

although theirburn up in the upper atmosphere might have been visible from theEarth's surface. The
fourth item landed in the USSR at 09.50 hrsUTC.
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2 ANALYSIS
2.1 Introduction
The airport security and criminal aspects of the destruction ofBoeing 747 registration N739PA near
Lockerbie on 21 December 1988are the subjects of a separate investigation and are not coveredin
this report. This analysis discusses the technical aspectsof the disintegration of the aircraft and
considers possible waysof mitigating the effects of an explosion in the future.
2.2 Explosive destruction of theaircraft
The geographical position of the final secondary return at 19.02:46.9hrs was calculated by RSRE to
be OS Grid Reference 15257772, annotatedPoint A in Appendix B, Figure B-4, with an accuracy
consideredto be better than ±300 metres This return was received 3.1±1seconds before the loud
sound was recorded on the CVR at 19.02:50hrs. By projecting from this position along the track of
321°(Grid)for 3.1±1 seconds at the groundspeed of 434 kts, the positionof the aircraft was
calculated to be OS Grid Reference 14827826,annotated Point B in Appendix B, Figure B-4, within
an accuracyof ±525 metres. Based on the evidence of recorded data only,Point B therefore
represents the geographical position of theaircraft at the moment the loud sound was recorded on
the CVR.
The datum line, discussed at paragraph 1.12.1.6, was derived froma detailed analysis of the
distribution of specific items of wreckage,including those exhibiting positive evidence of a
detonating highperformance plastic explosive. The scatter of these items aboutthe datum line may
have been due partly to velocities impartedby the force of the detonating explosive and partly by
the difficultyexperienced in pinpointing the location of the wreckage accuratelyin relatively
featureless terrain and poor visibility. However,the random nature of the scatter created by these
two effectswould have tended to counteract one another, and a major errorin any one of the eleven
grid references would have had littleoverall effect on the whole line. There is, therefore, good
reasonto have confidence in the validity of the datum line.
The items used to define the datum line, included those exhibitingpositive evidence of a detonating
high performance plastic explosive,would have been the first pieces to have been released from
theaircraft. The datum line was projected westwards until it intersectedthe known radar track of the
aircraft in order to derive the positionof the aircraft along track at which the explosive items
werereleased and therefore the position at which the IED had detonated.This position was OS grid
reference 146786 and is annotated PointC in Appendix B, Figure B-4. Point C was well within the
circleof accuracy (±525 metres) of the position at which the loudnoise was heard on the CVR
(Point B). There can, therefore, beno doubt that the loud noise on the CVR was directly
associatedwith the detonation of the IED and that this explosion initiatedthe disintegration process
and directly caused the loss of theaircraft.
2.3 Flight recorders
2.3.1 Digital flight data recordings

A working group of the European Organisation for Civil AviationElectronics (EUROCAE) was,
during the period of the investigation,formulating new standards (Minimum Operational
Performance Requirementfor Flight Data Recorder Systems, Ref:- ED55) for future
generationflight recorders which would have permitted delays between parameterinput and
recording (buffering) of up to ¤ second. Thesestandards are intended to form the basis of new CAA
specificationsfor flight recorders and may be adopted worldwide.
The analysis of the recording from the DFDR fitted to N739PA,which is detailed in Appendix C,
showed that the recorded datasimply stopped. Following careful examination and correlationof the
various sources of recorded information, it was concludedthat this occurred because the electrical
power supply to therecorder had been interrupted at 19.02:50 hrs ±1 second.Only 17 bits of data
were not recoverable (less that 23 milliseconds)and it was not possible to establish with any
certainty if thisdata was from the accident flight or was old data from a previousrecording.
The analysis of the final data recorded on the DFDR was possiblebecause the system did not buffer
the incoming data. Some existingrecorders use a process whereby data is stored temporarily ina
memory device (buffer) before recording. The data within thisbuffer is lost when power is removed
from the recorder and incurrently designed recorders this may mean that up to 1.2 secondsof final
data contained within the buffer is lost. Due to thenecessary processing of the signals prior to input
to the recorder,additional delays of up to 300 milliseconds may be introduced.If the accident had
occurred when the aircraft was over the sea,it is very probable that the relatively few small items of
structure,luggage and clothing showing positive evidence of the detonationof an explosive device
would not have been recovered. However,as flight recorders are fitted with underwater location
beacons,there is a high probability that they would have been locatedand recovered. In such an
event the final milliseconds of datacontained on the DFDR could be vital to the successful
determinationof the cause of an accident whether due to an explosive deviceor other catastrophic
failure. Whilst it may not be possible toreduce some of the delays external to the recorder, it is
possibleto reduce any data loss due to buffering of data within the dataacquisition unit.
It is, therefore, recommended that manufacturers of existing recorderswhich use buffering
techniques give consideration to making thebuffers non-volatile, and hence recoverable after power
loss.Although the recommendation on this aspect, made to the EUROCAEworking group during
the investigation, was incorporated intoED55, it is also recommended that Airworthiness
Authorities re-considerthe concept of allowing buffered data to be stored in a volatilememory.
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2.3.2 Cockpit voice recorders
The analysis of the cockpit voice recording, which is detailedin Appendix C, concluded that there
were valid signals availableto the CVR when it stopped at 19.02:50 hrs ±1 second becausethe
power supply to the recorder was interrupted. It is not clearif the sound at the end of the recording
is the result of theexplosion or is from the break-up of the aircraft structure. Theshort period
between the beginning of the event and the loss ofelectrical power suggests that the latter is more
likely to bethe case. In order to respond to events that result in the almostimmediate loss of the
aircraft's electrical power supply it wastherefore recommended during the investigation that the
regulatoryauthorities consider requiring CVR systems to contain a shortduration (i.e. no greater
than 1 minute) back-up power supply.

2.3.3 Detection of explosive occurrences
In the aftermath of the Air India Boeing 747 accident (AI 182)in the North Atlantic on 23 June
1985, RARDE were asked informallyby AAIB to examine means of differentiating, by recording
violentcabin pressure pulses, between the detonation of an explosivedevice within the cabin
(positive pulse) and a catastrophic structuralfailure (negative pulse). Following the Lockerbie
disaster itwas considered that this work should be raised to a formal researchproject. Therefore, in
February 1989, it was recommended thatthe Department of Transport fund a study to devise
methods ofrecording violent positive and negative pressure pulses, preferablyutilising the aircraft's
flight recorder systems. This recommendationwas accepted.
Preliminary results from the trials indicate that, if a suitablesensor can be developed, its output will
need to be recorded inreal time and therefore it may require wiring to the CVR installation.This
will further strengthen the requirement for battery backup of the CVR electrical power supply.
2.4 IED position within the aircraft
From the detailed examination of the reconstructed luggage containers,discussed at paragraph
1.12.2.4 and in Appendix F, it was evidentthat the IED had been located within a metal container
(serialnumber AVE 4041 PA), near its aft outboard quarter as shown inAppendix F, Figure F-13. It
was also clear that the containerwas loaded in position 14L of the forward hold which placed
theexplosive charge approximately 25 inches inboard from the fuselageskin at frame 700. There
was no evidence to indicate that therewas more than one explosive charge.
2.5 Engine evidence
To produce the fan blade tip rub damage noted on all engines bymeans of airflow inclined to the
axes of the nacelles would haverequired a marked nose down change of aircraft pitch
attitudecombined with a roll rate to the left while all of the engineswere attached to the wing.
The shingling damage noted on the fan blades of No 2 engine canonly be attributed to airflow
disturbance caused by ingestionrelated fan blade damage occurring when substantial power
wasbeing delivered. This is readily explained by the fact that No2 engine intake is positioned some
27 feet aft and 30 feet outboardof the site of the explosion and that the interior of the
intakeexhibited a number of prominent paint smears and general foreignobject damage. This
damage included evidence of a strike by acable similar to that forming part of the closure curtain of
atypical baggage container. It is inconceivable that an independentblade failure could have
occurred in the short time frame of thisevent. By similar reasoning, the absence of such shingling
damageon blades of No 3 engine was a reliable indication that it sufferedno ingestion until well into
the accident sequence.
The combination of the position of the explosive device and theforward speed of the aircraft was
such that significant sizeddebris resulting from the explosion would have been availableto be
ingested by No 2 engine within milliseconds of the explosion.In view of the fact that the tip rub
damage observed on the fancase of No 2 engine is of similar magnitude to that observed onthe
other three engines it is reasonable to deduce that a manoeuvreof the aircraft occurred before most
of the energy of the No 2engine fan was lost due to the effect of ingestion (seen onlyin this engine).
Since this shingling effect could only readilybe produced as a by-product of ingestion whilst
delivering considerablepower, it is reasonable to assume that this was also occurringbefore loss of
major fan energy due to tip rubbing took place.Hence both phenomena must have been occurring

simultaneously,or nearly so, to produce the effects observed and must have occupieda time frame
of substantially less than 5 seconds. The onset ofthis time period would have been the time at which
debris fromthe explosion first inflicted damage to fan blades in No 3 engineand, since the fan is
only approximately 40 feet from the locationof the explosive device, this would have been an
insignificanttime interval after the explosion.
It was therefore concluded from this evidence that the wing withall of the engines attached had
achieved a marked nose down andleft roll attitude change well within 5 seconds of the explosion.
2.6 Detachment of forward fuselage
Examination of the three major structural elements either sideof the region of station 800 on the
right side of the fuselagemakes it clear that to produce the curvature of the window beltand peeling
of the riveted joint at the R2 door aperture requiresthe door pillar to be securely in position and able
to react longitudinaland lateral loads. This in turn requires the large section offuselage on the right
side between stations 760 and 1000 (incorporatingthe right half of the floor) to be in position in
order to locatethe lower end of the door pillar. Thus both these sections musthave been in position
until the section from station 560 to 800(right side) had completed its deflection to the right and
peeledfrom the door pillar. Separation of the forward fuselage mustthus have been complete by the
time all three items mentionedabove had fallen free.
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2.7 Speed of initial disintegration
The distribution of wreckage in the bands between the datum lineand the 250, 300, 600 and 900
metre lines was examined in detail.The positions of these items of structure on the aircraft
areshown in Appendix B, Figures B-10 to B-13. It should be notedthat the position on the ground
of these items, although separatedby small distances when measured in a direction along
aircrafttrack, were distributed over large distances when measured alongthe wreckage trail. All
were recovered from positions far enoughto the east to be in that part of the southern trail which
wassufficiently close, theoretically, to a straight line for anycurvature effect to be neglected.
The wreckage found in each of the bands enabled an approximatesequence of break-up to be
established. It was clear that as thedistance travelled from the datum line increased, items of
wreckagefurther from the station of the IED were encountered. The itemsshown on the diagram as
falling on the 250 metre band also includethose fragments of lower forward fuselage skin having
evidenceof explosive damage and presumed to have separated as a directresult of the blast.
However, a few portions of the upper forwardfuselage were also found within the 250 metre band,
suggestingthat these items had also separated as a result of the blast.
By the time the 300 metre line was reached much of the structurefrom the right side in the region of
the explosive device hadbeen shed. This included the area of window belt, referred toin paragraph
2.6 above, which gave clear indications that theforward structure had detached to the right and
finally peeledaway at station 800. It also included the areas of adjacent structureimmediately to the
rear of station 800 about which the forwardstructure would have had to pivot. By the time the 600
metre linewas reached, there was clearly insufficient structure left toconnect the forward fuselage
with the remainder of the aircraft.Wreckage between the 600 and 900 metre lines consisted of
structurestill further from the site of the IED.

There is evidence that a manoeuvre occurred at the time of theexplosion which would have
produced a significant change of theaircraft's flight path, however, it is considered that the changein
the horizontal velocity component in the first few secondswould not have been great. The original
groundspeed of the aircraftwas therefore used in conjunction with the distribution of wreckagein
the successive bands to establish an approximate time sequenceof break-up of the forward fuselage.
Assuming the original groundspeed of 434 Kts, the elapsed flight times from the datum to eachof
the parellel lines were calculated to be:
Distance (metres)

250

300

600

900

Time (seconds)

1.1

1.3

2.7

4.0

Thus, there is little doubt that separation of the forward fuselagewas complete within 2 to 3 seconds
of the explosion.
The separate assessment of the known grid references of tailplaneand elevator wreckage in the
southern trail revealed that thoseitems were evenly distributed about the 600 metre line and
thereforethat most of the tailplane damage occurred after separation ofthe forward fuselage was
complete.
2.8 The manoeuvre following the explosion
The engine evidence, timing and mode of disintegration of thefuselage and tailplane suggests that
the latter did not sustainsignificant damage until the forward fuselage disintegration waswell
advanced and the pitch/roll manoeuvre was also well underway.
Examination of the three dimensional reconstruction makes it clearthat both main and upper deck
floors were disrupted by the explosion.Since pitch control cables are routed through the upper deck
floorbeams and the roll control cables through the main deck beams,there is a strong possibility that
movement of the beams underexplosive forces would have applied inputs to the control cables,thus
operating control surfaces in both axes.
2.9 Secondary disintegration
The distribution of fin debris between the trails suggests thatdisintegration of the fin began shortly
before the vertical descentwas established. No single mode of failure was identified andthe debris
which had struck the leading edge had not caused majordisruption. The considerable fragmentation
of the thick panelsof the aft torque box was also very different from that notedon the corresponding
structure of the tailplanes. It was thereforeconcluded that the mode of failure was probably flutter.
The finding, in the northern trail, of a slide raft wrapped arounda flap track fairing suggests that at a
later stage of the disintegrationthe rear of the aircraft must have experienced a large angle
ofsideslip. The loss of the fin would have made this possible andalso subjected the structure to
large side loads. It is possiblethat such side loading would have assisted the disintegrationof the
rear fuselage and also have caused bending failure of thepylon attachments of the remaining three
engines.
2.10 Impact speed of components
The trajectory analysis carried out by Cranfield Institute ofTechnology calculated impact speeds of

120 kts for the nose section,and 260 kts for the engines and pylons. These values were consideredto
be reliable because the drag coefficients could be estimatedwith a reasonable degree of confidence.
Based on the best availabledata at the time, the analysis also showed that the wing couldhave
impacted at a speed, in theory, as high as 650 kts if ithad flown in a streamlined attitude such that
the drag coefficientwas minimal. However, it was also recognized that relatively smallchanges in
the angle of incidence of the wing would have produceda significant increase in drag with a
consequent reduction inimpact speed. Refinement of timing information and radar datasubsequent
to the Cranfield analysis has enabled a revised estimateto be made of the mean speed of the wing
during the descent.
The engine evidence indicated that there had been a large nosedown attitude change of the aircraft
early in the event. The Cranfieldanalysis also showed that the rear fuselage had disintegratedwhile
essentially in a vertical descent between 19,000 and 9,000feet over Lockerbie. Assuming that,
following the explosion, thewing followed a straight line descending flight profile from 31,000feet
to 19,000 feet directly overhead Lockerbie and then descendedvertically until impact, the wing
would have travelled the minimumdistance practicable. The ground distance between the
geographicalposition at which the disintegration started (Figure B-4, PointB) and the crater made
by the wing impact was 2997 ±525 metres(9833 ±1722 feet). The time interval between the
explosionand the wing impact was established in Appendix C as 46.5 ±2seconds. Based on the
above times and distances the mean linearspeed achieved by the wing would have been about 440
kts.
The impact location of Nos 1, 2, and 4 engines closely groupedin Lockerbie was consistent with
their nearly vertical fall froma point above the town. If they had separated at about 19,000feet and
the wing had then flown as much as one mile away fromthe overhead position before tracking back
to impact, the totalflight path length of the wing would not have required it to haveachieved a mean
linear speed in excess of 500 kts.
Any speculation that the flight path of the wing could have beenlonger would have required it to
have undergone manoeuvres athigh speed in order to arrive at the 19,000 feet point. The
manoeuvresinvolved would almost certainly have resulted in failure of theprimary wing structure
which, from distribution of wing debris,clearly did not occur. Alternatively the wing could have
travelledmore than one mile from Lockerbie after reaching the 19,000 feetpoint, but this was
considered unlikely. It is therefore concludedthat the mean speed of the wing during the descent
was in theregion of 440 to 500 kts.
2.11 Sequence of disintegration
Analysis of wreckage in each of the bands, taken in conjunctionwith the engine evidence and the
three-dimensional reconstruction,suggests the following sequence of disintegration:

(i)

The initial explosion triggered a sequence of events which effectively destroyed the
structural integrity of the forward fuselage. Little more then remained between stations
560 and 760 (approximately) than the window belts and the cabin sidewall structure
immediately above and below the windows, although much of the cargo-hold floor
structure appears to have remained briefly attached to the aircraft. [Appendix B, Figure
B-24]

(ii)

The main portion of the aircraft simultaneously entered a manoeuvre involving a marked
nose down and left roll attitude change, probably as a result of inputs applied to the flying
control cables by movement of structure.

(iii)

Failure of the left window belt then occurred, probably in the region of station 710, as a
result of torsional and bending loads on the fuselage imparted by the manoeuvre (i.e. the
movement of the forward fuselage relative to the remainder of the aircraft was an initial
twisting motion to the right, accompanied by a nose up pitching deflection).

(iv)

The forward fuselage deflected to the right, pivoting about the starboard window belt,
and then peeled away from the structure at station 800. During this process the lower
nose section struck the No 3 engine intake causing the engine to detach from its pylon.
This fuselage separation was apparently complete within 3 seconds of the explosion.

(v)

Structure and contents of the forward fuselage struck the tail surfaces contributing to the
destruction of the outboard starboard tailplane and causing substantial damage to the port
unit. This damage occurred approximately 600 metres track distance after the explosion
and therefore appears to have happened after the fuselage separation was complete.

(vi)

Fuselage structure continued to break away from the aircraft and the separated forward
fuselage section as they descended.

(vii)

The aircraft maintained a steepening descent path until it reached the vertical in the
region of 19,000 feet approximately over the final impact point. Shortly before it did so
the tail fin began to disintegrate.

(viii)

The mode of failure of the fin is not clear, however, flutter of its structure is suspected.

(ix)

Once established in the vertical dive, the fin torque box continued to disintegrate,
possibly permitting the remainder of the aircraft to yaw sufficiently to cause side load
separation of Nos 1, 2 and 4 engines, complete with their pylons.

(x)

Break-up of the rear fuselage occurred during the vertical descent, possibly as a result of
loads induced by the yaw, leaving a section of cabin floor and baggage hold from
approximately stations 1241 to 1920, together with 3 landing gear units, to fall into
housing at Rosebank Terrace.

(xi)

The main wing structure struck the ground with a high yaw angle at Sherwood Crescent.
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2.12 Explosive mechanisms and the structuraldisintegration
The fracture and damage pattern analysis was mainly of an interpretivenature involving
interlocking pieces of subtle evidence such aspaint smears, fracture and rivet failure characteristics,
andother complex features. In the interests of brevity, this analysiswill not discuss the detailed
interpretation of individual fracturesor damage features. Instead, the broader 'damage picture'
whichemerged from the detailed work will be discussed in the contextof the explosive mechanisms
which might have produced the damage,with a view to identifying those features of greatest
significance.
It is important to keep in mind that whilst the processes involvedare considered and discussed
separately, the timescales associatedwith shock wave propagation and the high velocity gas flows
arevery short compared with the structural response timescales. Consequently,material which was
shattered or broken by the explosive forceswould have remained in place for a sufficiently long
time thatthe structure can be considered to have been intact throughoutmuch of the period that these
explosive propagation phenomenawere taking place.
2.12.1 Direct blast effect

2.12.1.1 Shock wave propagation
The direct effect of the explosive detonation within the containerwas to produce a high intensity
spherically propagating shockwave which expanded from the centre of detonation close to theside
of the container, shattering part of the side and base ofthe container as it passed through into the
gap between the containerand the fuselage skin. In breaking out of the container, someinternal
reflection and Mach stem interaction would have occurred,but this would have been limited by the
absorptive effect of thebaggage inboard, above, and forward of the charge. The force ofthe
explosion breaking out of the container would therefore havebeen directed downwards and
rearwards.
The heavy container base was distorted and torn downwards, causingbuckling of the adjoining
section of frame 700, and the containersides were blasted through and torn, particularly in the aft
lowercorner. Some of the material in the direct path of the explosivepressure front was reduced to
shrapnel sized pieces which wererapidly accelerated outwards behind the primary shock front.
Becauseof the overhang of the container's sloping side, fragments fromboth the device itself and the
container wall impacted the projectingexternal flange of the container base edge member,
producing microcratering and sooting. Metallurgical examination of the internalsurfaces of these
craters identified areas of melting and otherfeatures which were consistent only with the impact of
very highenergy particles produced by an explosion at close quarters. Analysisof material on the
crater surfaces confirmed the presence of severalelements and compounds foreign to the
composition of the edgemember, including material consistent with the composition ofthe sheet
aluminium forming the sloping face of the container.
On reaching the inner surface of the fuselage skin, the incidentshock wave energy would partially
have been absorbed in shattering,deforming and accelerating the skin and stringer material in
itspath. Much of its energy would have been transmitted, as a shockwave, through the skin and into
the atmosphere [Appendix B, FigureB-25], but a significant amount of energy would have been
returnedas a reflected shock wave, back into the cavity between the containerand the fuselage skin
where Mach stem shock waves would have beenformed. Evidence of rapid shattering was found in
a region approximatelybounded by frames 700 & 720 and stringers 38L & 40L, togetherwith the
lap joint at 39L.
The shattered fuselage skin would have taken a significant timeto move, relative to the timescales
associated with the primaryshock wave propagation. Clear evidence of soot and small impactcraters
were apparent on the internal surfaces of all fragmentsof container and structure from the shatter
zone, confirming thatthe this material had not had time to move before it was hit bythe cloud of
shrapnel, unburnt explosive residues and sooty combustionproducts generated at the seat of the
explosion.
Following immediately behind the primary shock wave, a secondaryhigh pressure wave - partly
caused by reflections off the baggagebehind the explosive material but mainly by the general
pressurerise caused by the chemical conversion of solid explosive materialto high temperature gas emerged from the container. The effectof this second pressure front, which would have been more
sustainedand spread over a much larger area, was to cause the fuselageskin to stretch and blister
outwards before bursting and petallingback in a star-burst pattern, with rapidly running tear
fracturespropagating away from a focus at the shatter zone. The releaseof stored energy as the skin
ruptured, combined with the outflowof high pressure gas through the aperture, produced a
characteristiccurling of the skin 'petals' - even against the slipstream. Forthe most part, the skins
which petalled back in this manner weretorn from the frames and stringers, but the frames and

stringersthemselves were also fractured and became separated from the restof the structure,
producing a very large jagged hole some 5 feetlongitudinally by 17 feet circumferentially (upwards
to a regionjust below the window belt and downwards virtually to the centreline).
From this large jagged hole, three of the fractures continuedto propagate away from the hole
instead of terminating at theboundary. One fracture propagated longitudinally rearwards asfar as
the wing cut-out and another forwards to station 480, creatinga continuous longitudinal fracture
some 43 feet in length. A thirdfracture propagated circumferentially downwards along frame
740,under the belly, and up the right side of the fuselage almostas far as the window belt - a
distance of approximately 23 feet.
These extended fractures all involved tearing or related failuremodes, sometimes exploiting rivet
lines and tearing from rivethole to rivet hole, in other areas tearing along the full skinsection
adjacent to rivet lines, but separate from them. Althoughthe fractures had, in part, followed lap
joints, the actual failuremodes indicated that the joints themselves were not inherentlyweak, either
as design features or in respect of corrosion orthe conditions of the joints on this particular aircraft.
Note: The cold bond process carried out at manufacture on thelap joints had areas of disbonding
prior to the accident. Thisdisbonding is a known feature of early Boeing 747 aircraft which,by
itself, does not detract from the structural integrity of thehull. The cold bond adhesive was used to
improve the distributionof shear load across the joint, thus reducing shear transfer viathe fasteners
and improving the resistance of the joint to fatiguedamage; the fasteners were designed to carry the
full static loadingrequirements of the joint without any contribution from the adhesive.Thus, the
loss of the cold bond integrity would only have beensignificant if it had resulted in the growth of
fatigue cracks,or corrosion induced weaknesses, which had then been exploitedby the explosive
forces. No evidence of fatigue cracking was foundin the bonded joints. Inter-surface corrosion was
present on mostlap joints but only one very small region of corrosion had resultedin significant
material thinning; this was remote from the criticalregion and had not played any part in the breakup.
The cracks propagating upwards as part of the petalling processdid not extend beyond the window
line. The wreckage evidence suggeststhat the vertical fractures merged, effectively closing off
thefracture path to produce a relatively clean bounding edge to theupper section of the otherwise
jagged hole produced by the petallingprocess. There are at least two probable reasons for this.
Firstlythe petalling fractures above the shattered zone did not diverge,as they had tended to do
elsewhere. Instead, it appears that alarge skin panel separated and peeled upwards very rapidly
producingtears at each side which ran upwards following almost parallelpaths. However, there are
indications that by the time the fractureshad run several feet, the velocity of fracture had slowed
sufficientlyto allow the free (forward) edge of the skin panel to overtakethe fracture fronts, as it
flexed upwards, and forcibly strikethe fuselage skin above, producing clear witness marks on
bothitems. Such a tearing process, in which an approximately rectangularflap of skin is pulled
upwards away from the main skin panel,is likely to result in the fractures merging. Secondly, this
mergingtendency would have been reinforced in this particular instanceby the stiff window belt
ahead of the fractures, which would havetended to turn the fractures towards the horizontal.
It appears that the presence of this initial ('clean') hole, togetherwith the stiff window belt above,
encouraged other more slowlyrunning tears to break into it, rather than propagating outwardsaway
from the main hole.
2.12.1.2 Critical crack considerations

The three very large tears extending beyond the boundary of thepetalled region resulted in a critical
reduction of fuselage structuralintegrity.
Calculations were carried out at the Royal Aerospace Establishmentto determine whether these
fractures, growing outwards from theboundary of the petalled hole, could have occurred purely as
aresult of normal differential pressure loading of the fuselage,or whether explosive forces were
required in addition to the pressurisationloads.
Preliminary calculations of critical crack dimensions for a fuselageskin punctured by a 20 by 20
inches jagged hole indicated thatunstable crack growth would not have occurred unless the
skinstress had been substantially greater than the stress level dueto normal pressurisation loads
alone. It was therefore clear thatexplosive overpressure must have produced the gross
enlargementof the initially small shattered hole in the hull. Furthermore,it was apparent from the
degree of curling and petalling of theskin panels within the star-burst region that this
overpressurehad been relatively long term, compared with the shock wave overpressurewhich had
produced the shatter zone. A more refined analysis ofcritical crack growth parameters was therefore
carried out inwhich it was assumed that the long term explosive overpressurewas produced by the
chemical conversion of solid explosive materialinto high temperature gas.
An outline of the fracture propagation analysis is given at AppendixD. This analysis, using
theoretical fracture mechanics, showedthat, after the incident shock wave had produced the shatter
zone,significant explosive overpressure loads were needed to drivethe star-burst fractures out to the
boundary of the petalled skinzone. Thereafter, residual gas overpressure combined with
fuselagepressurisation loads were sufficient to produce the two majorlongitudinal cracks and a
single major circumferential crack,extending from the window belt down to beyond the keel
centreline.
2.12.1.3 Damage to the cabin floor structure
The floor beams in the region immediately above the baggage containerin which the explosive had
detonated were extensively broken,displaying clear indications of overload failure due to
bucklingcaused by localised upward loading of the floor structure.
No direct evidence of bruising was found on the top panel of thecontainer. It therefore appears that
the container did not itselfimpact the floor beams, but instead the floor immediately abovethe
container was broken through as a result of explosive overpressureas gases emerged from the
ruptured container and loaded the floorpanels. Data on floor strengths, provided by Boeing,
indicatedthat the cabin floor (with the CRAF modification) would fail ata uniform static differential
pressure of between 3.5 and 3.9psi (high pressure below the cabin floor), and that the floorpanel to
floor beam attachments would not fail before the floorbeams. Whilst there is no direct evidence of
the pressure loadingon the floor structure immediately following detonation, therecan be no doubt
that in the region of station 700 it would haveexceeded the ultimate failure load by a large margin.
2.12.2 Indirect explosive damage (damage at remote sites)
All of the damage considered in the foregoing analysis, and themechanisms giving rise to that
damage, resulted from the directimpact of explosive shock waves and/or the short-term
explosiveoverpressure on structure close to the source of the explosion.However, there were several
regions of skin separation at sitesremote from the explosion (see para 1.12.3.2) which were

muchmore difficult to understand. These remote sites formed islandsof indirect explosive damage
separated from the direct damageby a sea of more generalised structural failure characterisedby the
progressive aerodynamic break-up of the weakened forwardfuselage. All of these remote damage
sites were consistent withthe impact of very localised pressure impulses on the internalsurfaces of
the hull -effectively high energy 'pressure blows'against the inner surfaces produced by explosive
shock waves and/orhigh pressure gas flows travelling through the interior spacesof the hull.
The propagation of explosive shock waves and supersonic gas flowswithin multiple, interlinking,
cavities having indeterminate energyabsorption and reflection properties, and ill-defined
structuralresponse, is extremely complex. Work has been initiated in anattempt to produce a threedimensional computer analysis of theshock wave and supersonic flow propagation inside the
fuselage,but full theoretical analysis is beyond present resources.
Because of the complexity of the problem, the following analysiswill be restricted to a qualitative
consideration of the processeswhich were likely to have taken place. Whilst such an approachis
necessarily limited, it has identified a number of propagationmechanisms which appear to have
been of fundamental importanceto the break-up of Flight PA103, and which are likely to be
criticalin any future incident involving the detonation of high explosiveinside an aircraft hull.
2.12.2.1 Shock wave propagation through internal cavities
When Mach stem shocks are produced not only are the shock pressuresvery high but they
propagate at very high velocity parallel tothe reflecting surface. In the context of the lower fuselage
structurein the region of Mach stem formation, it can readily be seen thatthe Mach stem will be
perfectly orientated to enter the narrowcavity formed between the outer skin and the cargo
liner/containers,bounded by the fuselage frames [Appendix B, Figure B-25]. Thiscavity enables the
Mach stem shock wave to propagate, withoutcausing damage to the walls (due to the relatively low
pressurewhere the Mach stem sweeps their surface), and reach regions ofthe fuselage remote from
the source of the explosion. Furthermore,energy losses in the cavity are likely to be less than would
occurin the 'free' propagation case, resulting in the efficient transmissionof explosive energy. The
cavity would tend to act like a 'shocktube', used for high speed aerodynamic research, confining
theshock wave and keeping it running along the cavity axis, withlosses being limited to kinetic
heating due to friction at thewalls.
Paragraph 1.6.3 contains a general description of the structuralarrangements in the area of the cargo
hold. Before proceedingfurther and considering how the shock waves might have
propagatedthrough this network of cavities, it should be pointed out thatthe timescale associated
with the propagation of the shock wavesis very short compared with the timescale associated with
physicalmovement and separation of skin and structure fractured or damagedby the shock.
Therefore, for the purpose of assessing the shockpropagation through the cavities, the explosive
damage to thehull can be ignored and the structure regarded as being intact.A further simplification
can usefully be made by considering thestructure to be rigid. This assumption would, if the
analysiswere quantitative, result in over-estimations of the shock strengths.However, for the
purposes of a purely qualitative assessment,the assumption should be valid, in that the general
trends ofbehaviour should not be materially altered.
It has already been argued that the shock wave emerging from thecontainer was, in part, reflected
back off the inner surface ofthe fuselage skin, forming a Mach stem shock wave which wouldthen
have tended to travel into the semi-circular lower lobe cavity.The Mach stem waves would have
propagated away through this cavityin two directions:

(i)

under the belly, between the frames [Appendix B, Figure B-3, detail A], and

(ii)

up the left side, expanding into the cavity formed by the longitudinal manifold chamber
where it joins the lower lobe cavity.

As the shock waves travelled along the cavity, little attenuationor other change of characteristic
was likely to have occurreduntil the shocks passed the entrances to other cavities, or impingedupon
projections and other local changes in the cavity. A reviewof the literature dealing with propagation
of blast waves withinsuch cavities provides useful insights into some of the physicalmechanisms
involved.
As part of a research program carried out into the design of ventilationsystems for blast hardened
installations intended to survive thelong duration blast waves following the detonation of
nuclearweapons, the propagation of blast waves along the primary passagesand into the side
branches of ventilation ducts was studied. Theresearch showed that 90° bends in the ducts produced
verylittle attenuation of shock wave pressure; a series of six rightangle bends produced only a 30%
pressure attenuation, togetherwith an extension of the shock duration. It is therefore evidentthat the
attenuation of shock waves propagating through the fuselagecavities, all of which were short with
hardly any right angleturns, would have been minimal.
It was also demonstrated that secondary shock waves develop withinthe entrance to any side branch
from the main duct, produced bythe interaction of the primary shock wave with the geometric
changesin the duct walls at the side-branch location. These secondaryshock waves interact as they
propagate into the side branch, combiningtogether within a relatively short distance (typically 7
diameters)to produce a single, plane shock wave travelling along the ductaxis. In a rigid, smooth
walled structure, this mechanism producessecondary shock overpressures in the side branch of
between 30%and 50% of the value of the primary shock, together with a correspondingattenuation
of the primary shock wave pressure by approximately20% to 25%.
This potential for the splitting up and re-transmission of shockwave energy within the lower hull
cavities is of extreme importancein the context of this accident. Though the precise form of
theinteractions is too complex to predict quantitatively, it is evidentthat the lower hull cavities will
serve to convey the overpressureefficiently to other parts of the aircraft. Furthermore, the
cavitiesare not of serial form, i.e. they do not simply branch (and branchagain) in a divergent
manner, but instead form a parallel networkof short cavities which reconnect with each other at
many differentpoints, principally along the crease beams. Thus, considerablescope exists for: the
additive recombination of blast waves atcavity junctions; for the sustaining of the shock
overpressureover a greater time period; and, for the generation of multipleshocks produced by the
delay in shock propagation inherent inthe different shock path (i.e. cavity) lengths.
Whilst it has not been possible to find a specific mechanism toexplain the regions of localised skin
separation and peel-back(i.e. the 'pressure blow' regions referred to in para 2.12.2),they were almost
certainly the result of high intensity shockoverpressures produced locally in those regions as a
result ofthe additive recombination of shock waves transmitted throughthe lower hull cavities. It is
considered that the relativelyclose proximity of the left side region of damage just below floorlevel
at station 500, [Appendix B, Figure B-19, region D] to theforward end of the cargo hold may be
significant insofar as thereflections back from the forward end of the hold would have produceda
local enhancement of the shock overpressure. Similarly, 'endblockage effects' produced by the
cargo door frame might havebeen responsible for local enhancements in the area of the bellyskin
separation and curl-back at station 560 [Appendix B, FigureB-19 and B-20, region E].

The separation of the large section of upper fuselage skin [AppendixB, Figure B-19 and B-20,
detail B] was almost certainly associatedwith a local overpressure in the side cavities between the
maindeck window line and the upper deck floor, where the cavity iseffectively closed off. It is
considered that the most probablemechanism producing this region of impulse overpressure was
areflection from the closed end of the cavity, possibly combinedwith further secondary reflections
from the window assembly, thewhole being driven by reflective overpressures at the forwardend of
the longitudinal manifold cavity caused by the forwardend of the cargo hold. The local
overpressure inside the sidewallcavity would have been backed up by a general cabin
overpressureresulting from the floor breakthrough, giving rise to an increasedpressure acting on the
inner face of the cabin side liner panels.This would have provided pseudo mass to the panels,
effectivelypreventing them from moving inwards and allowing them to reactthe impulse pressure
within the cavity, producing the region oflocal high pressure evidenced by the region of quilting on
theskin panels [Appendix B, Figure B-19, region C].
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2.12.2.2 Propagation of shock waves into the cabin
The design of the air-conditioning/depressurisation-venting systemson the Boeing 747 (and on
most other commercial aircraft) is seenas a significant factor in the transmission of explosive
energy,as it provides a direct connection between the main passengercabin and the lower hull at the
confluence of the lower hull cavitiesbelow the crease beam. The floor level air conditioning
ventsalong the length of the cabin provided a series of apertures throughwhich explosive shock
waves, propagating through the sub floorcavities, would have radiated into the main cabin.
Once the shock waves entered the cabin space, the form of propagationwould have been
significantly different from that which occurredin the cavities in the lower hull. Again, the precise
form ofsuch radiation cannot be predicted, but it is clear that the energywould potentially have been
high and there would also (potentially)have been a large number of shock waves radiating into the
cabin,both from individual vents and in total, with further potentialto recombine additively or to
'follow one another up' producing,in effect, sustained shock overpressures.
Within the cabin, the presence of hard, reflective, surfaces arelikely to have been significant.
Again, the precise way in whichthe shock waves interacted is vastly beyond the scope of
currentanalytical methods and computing power, but there clearly wasconsiderable potential for
additive recombination of the manydifferent shock waves entering at different points along the
cabinand the reflected shock waves off hard surfaces in the cabin space,such as the toilet and galley
compartments and overhead lockers.These recombination effects, though not understood, are
knownphenomena. Appendix B, Figure B-26 shows how shock waves radiatingfrom floor level
might have been reflected in such a way as produceshock loading on a localised area of the
pressure hull.
2.12.2.3 Supersonic gas flows
The gas produced by the explosive would have resulted in a supersonicflow of very high pressure
gas through the structural cavities,which would have followed up closely behind the shock waves.
Whilstthe physical mechanisms of propagation would have been differentfrom those of the shock
wave, the end result would have been similar,i.e. there would have been propagation via multiple,
linked paths,with potential for additive recombination and successive pressurepulses resulting from
differing path lengths. Essentially, theshock waves are likely to have delivered initial 'pressure

blows'which would then have been followed up immediately by more sustainedpressures resulting
from the high pressure supersonic gas flows.
2.13 Potential limitation of explosive damage
Quite clearly the detonation of high explosive material anywhereon board an aircraft is potentially
catastrophic and the mosteffective means of protecting lives is to stop such material enteringthe
aircraft in the first place. However, it is recognised thatsuch risks cannot be eliminated entirely and
it is therefore essentialthat means are sought to reduce the vulnerability of commercialaircraft
structures to explosive damage.
The processes which take place when an explosive detonates insidean aircraft fuselage are complex
and, to a large extent, ficklein terms of the precise manner in which the processes occur.
Furthermore,the potential variation in charge size, position within the hull,and the nature of the
materials in the immediate vicinity of thecharge (baggage etc) are such that it would be unrealistic
toexpect to neutralise successfully the effect of every potentialexplosive device likely to be placed
on board an aircraft. However,whilst the problem is intractable so far as a total solution
isconcerned, it should be possible to limit the damage caused byan explosive device inside a
baggage container on a Boeing 747or similar aircraft to a degree which would allow the aircraftto
land successfully, albeit with severe local damage and perhapsresulting in some loss of life or
injuries.
In Appendix E the problem of reducing the vulnerability of commercialaircraft to explosive
damage is discussed, both in general termsand in the context of aircraft of similar size and form to
theBoeing 747. In that discussion, those damage mechanisms whichappear to have contributed to
the catastrophic structural failureof Flight PA103 are identified and possible ways of reducing
theirdamaging effects are suggested. These suggestions are intendedto stimulate thought and
discussion by manufacturers, airworthinessauthorities, and others having an interest in finding
solutionsto the problem; they are intended to serve as a catalyst ratherthan to lay claim to a
definitive solution.
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2.14 Summary
It was established that the detonation of an IED, loaded in aluggage container positioned on the left
side of the forward cargohold, directly caused the loss of the aircraft. The direct explosiveforces
produced a large hole in the fuselage structure and disruptedthe main cabin floor. Major cracks
continued to propagate fromthe large hole under the influence of the service pressure
differential.The indirect explosive effects produced significant structuraldamage in areas remote
from the site of the explosion. The combinedeffect of the direct and indirect explosive forces was to
destroythe structural integrity of the forward fuselage, allow the noseand flight deck area to detach
within a period of 2 to 3 seconds,and subsequently allow most of the remaining aircraft to
disintegratewhile it was descending nearly vertically from 19,000 to 9,000feet.
The investigation has enabled a better understanding to be gainedof the explosive processes
involved in such an event and to suggestways in which the effects of such an explosion might be
mitigated,both by changes to future design and also by retrospective modificationof aircraft. It is
therefore recommended that Regulatory Authoritiesand aircraft manufacturers undertake a

systematic study with aview to identifying measures that might mitigate the effects ofexplosive
devices and improve the tolerance of the aircraft structureand systems to explosive damage.
3. CONCLUSIONS
(a) Findings
(i)

The crew were properly licenced and medically fit to conduct the flight.

(ii)

The aircraft had a valid Certificate of Airworthiness and had been maintained in
compliance with the regulations.

(iii)

There was no evidence of any defect or malfunction in the aircraft that could have caused
or contributed to the accident.

(iv)

The structure was in good condition and the minimal areas of corrosion did not contribute
to the in-flight disintegration.

(v)

One minor fatigue crack approximately 3 inches long was found in the fuselage skin but
this had not been exploited during the disintegration.

(vi)

An improvised explosive device detonated in luggage container serial number AVE 4041
PA which had been loaded at position 14L in the forward hold. This placed the device
approximately 25 inches inboard from the skin on the lower left side of the fuselage at
station 700.

(vii)

The analysis of the flight recorders, using currently accepted techniques, did not reveal
positive evidence of an explosive event.

(viii)

The direct explosive forces produced a large hole in the fuselage structure and disrupted
the main cabin floor. Major cracks continued to propagate from the large hole under the
influence of the service pressure differential.

(ix)

The indirect explosive effects produced significant structural damage in areas remote
from the site of the explosion.

(x)

The combined effect of the direct and indirect explosive forces was to destroy the
structural integrity of the forward fuselage.

(xi)

Containers and items of cargo ejected from the fuselage aperture in the forward hold,
together with pieces of detached structure, collided with the empennage severing most of
the left tailplane, disrupting the outer half of the right tailplane, and damaging the fin
leading edge structure.

(xii)

The forward fuselage and flight deck area separated from the remaining structure within a
period of 2 to 3 seconds.

(xiii)

The No 3 engine detached when it was hit by the separating forward fuselage.

(xiv)

Most of the remaining aircraft disintegrated while it was descending nearly vertically
from 19,000 to 9,000 feet.

(xv)

The wing impacted in the town of Lockerbie producing a large crater and creating a
fireball.

(b) Cause
The in-flight disintegration of the aircraft was caused by thedetonation of an improvised explosive
device located in a baggagecontainer positioned on the left side of the forward cargo holdat aircraft
station 700.
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4. SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS
The following Safety Recommendations were made during the courseof the investigation :
4.1

That manufacturers of existing recorders which use buffering techniques give
consideration to making the buffers non-volatile, and the data recoverable after power
loss.

4.2

That Airworthiness Authorities re-consider the concept of allowing buffered data to be
stored in a volatile memory.

4.3

That Airworthiness Authorities consider requiring the CVR system to contain a short
duration, i.e. no greater than 1 minute, back-up power supply to enable the CVR to
respond to events that result in the almost immediate loss of the aircraft's electrical power
supply.

4.4

That the Department of Transport fund a study to devise methods of recording violent
positive and negative pressure pulses, preferably utilising the aircraft's flight recorder
systems.

4.5

That Airworthiness Authorities and aircraft manufacturers undertake a systematic study
with a view to identifying measures that might mitigate the effects of explosive devices
and improve the tolerance of aircraft structure and systems to explosive damage.

M M Charles
Inspector of Accidents
Department of Transport

